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ABSTRACT 

The molecular mechanism of general anesthesia remains unknown. 

Potential anesthetic target sites include membrane lipid, protein or possibly both. 

Computational and experimental studies were done to determine if the functions of 

isolated protein systems can be effected by anesthetic. A total of six enzymes: bacterial 

luciferase, acetylcholinesterase, papain, chymotrypsin, hexokinase and glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase were evaluated for potential anesthetic sensitivity. 

For the computational studies on bacterial luciferase ev. Harveyi), an optimized 

structure of the a. subunit provided a basis for performing Hyperchem electrostatic 

potential calculations. A total of 11 anesthetic and 1 convulsant model were used in 

constructing electrostatic contour plots of the active site. All anesthetics substantially 

decreased the field gradient at the active site, while the convulsant increased the 

gradient. 

For the computational studies of the remaining five enzymes, protein 

optimizations and docking analyses were performed with the INSIGHTII program. 

Models for halothane, methoxyflurane and nitrous oxide were built and docked into 

enzyme active sites. Intermolecular energy data revealed two possible anesthetic 

sensitive proteins: papain and, to a lesser degree, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase. 

Experimental enzyme assays for the five enzymes were undertaken to determine 

activity in· the presence and absence of halothane. Activities were measured 
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spectrophotometrically over a wide range of substrate concentrations. Substrate 

concentrations both spanned and exceeded the Km value of the enzyme under analysis. 

Substrate-activity curves were constructed to evaluate competitive effects on enzyme 

kinetics (increased Km). Competitive effects on enzyme kinetics were not found for 

acetylcholinesterase, a.-chymotrypsin and hexokinase. A slight but probably not 

significant effect of halothane on glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase activity 

was observed, as shown by the small increase in Km and the tabulated %control values. 

Papain was found to be inhibited by nearly 50% at saturating substrate concentrations 

and by approximately one-third at lower substrate concentrations. 

From these theoretical and experimental studies on anesthetic-protein 

interactions, two isolated protein systems (bacterial luciferase and papain) were 

observed to display an anesthetic sensitivity. These studies have served to support the 

theory that proteins are plausible sites of anesthetic action and thus should be studied 

as potential anesthetic target sites. 
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Chapter 1: Mechanisms of General Anesthesia 

1.1 Introduction 

The state of anesthesia or the induced state of unconsciousness can be produced 

through the administration of gaseous compounds known as the inhalation general 

anesthetics. The inhalation anesthetics encompass a wide range of structU1":!lIy diverse 

compounds. Most, with the exception of a few including the noble gas xenon, can be 

characterized as halogenated forms of branched and unbranched alkyl chains (Fig. 1). 
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Fig.l: Structures of General Anesthetics 
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Because they are so chemically diverse, most theories of anesthesia have 

attempted to focus on some basic physical property of anesthetics to account for a 

mechanism of action. In the area of membrane biology, much work has been done on 

. the interaction between anesthetics and membrane lipids, in order to find a unitary 

mechanism of anesthesia. At the tum of the 20th century, an important correlation 

between anesthetic potency and solubility in a nonpolar solvent was discovered: The 

potency of an anesthetic gas was found to increase roughly in proportion to its partition 

coefficient between olive oil and water (Meyer, 1899; Overton, 1901). This suggested 

a unitary mechanism in which anesthetics partition into some nonpolar or predominantly 

hydrophobic cellular structure. Because membrane lipid was thought to be the most 

nonpolar component of the cell, many researchers chose to concentrate on it as a 

potential molecular target site for anesthesia. 

With their focus on the discovery of a unitary mechanism of anesthesia, 

numerous investigations in the area have resulted in theories, known as the lipid 

theories, which describe some nonspecific mechanism whereby anesthetic molecules 

partition into the predominantly hydrophobic, lipid component of the cellular membrane 

and perturb its structure. In the late 1970s with the inception of studies' in the area of 

protein-anesthetic interactions, researchers at Imperial College, London discovered a 

more accurate correlation for the partitioning of an anesthetic between octanol, a not 

entirely hydrophobic substance, and water (Franks and Lieb, 1978). This provided an 

early clue that future studies of anesthetic mechanism should perhaps concentrate on the 
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identification of another cellular constituent, one less hydrophobic than lipid, as a 

potential anesthetic target. Due mostly to the extensive work of Franks and Lieb on an 

isolated protein system known as luciferase, many have come to accept that protein 

molecules with their hydrophobic pockets can provide a plausible anesthetic binding 

site. 

1.2 Structure of lipids 

Lipids are the primary constituent of the plasma membrane, a structure which 

surrounds nearly all cells of the body. Lipid composing the plasma or lipid bilayers of 

cells is where many believe anesthetics exert their effects. It is also possible that 

anesthetics may be binding to a target site at the lipid/protein interface in the 

membrane. They may also be acting at a protein site, either on membrane bound or 

isolated systems. A brief description of the structure of membrane lipid, one of the 

potential target sites for anesthesia, follows. 

Membrane lipids are relatively simple molecules; They do not exhibit the same 

degree of structural complexity as protein molecules (see 1.4 Structure of proteins). For 

example, they do not retain a tertiary or quarternary component to their structures as 

do most of the biologically active proteins. However they do maintain an inherent 

charge separation in the form of their nonpolar, hydrocarbon fatty acyl "tails" and polar 

"head" groups (Fig. 2) Because they have both a polar end and a nonpolar end, lipids 

are amphipathic molecules (Lehninger, 1982). 
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Fig. 2: Symbolic representation of a lipid molecule 

It is the amphipathic character of membrane lipids which allows them to 

commingle and organize in a regular manner to form a lipid bilayer. 

The three main classes of lipids common in biological membranes are the 

phospholipids, glycolipids and cholesterol. 

The basic structure of a phospholipid is a triacylglycerol molecule with one fatty 

acid replaced with a phosphorylated alcohol head group (Stryer, 1988). A triacylglycerol 

molecule consists of three fatty acyl groups esterified to a three carbon glycerol 

backbone. The phosphorylated alcohol may be charged adding to the molecule's overall 

amphipathic quality. One example of a phospholipid with a positively charged head 

group is phosphatidylethanolamine shown in the figure below (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3: Phosphatidylethanolamine; A basic phospholipid. 
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The extent of saturation or desaturation of the fatty acyl chains can effect the 

rotational freedom of the molecule. Because phospholipds are common constituents of 

cellular membranes, bilayer fluidity is ultimately governed by the degree of movement 

of the phospholipid fatty acyl chains. 

Sphingomyelin is a type of phospholipid very common in neuronal membranes 

which contains a sphingosine unit instead of a glycerol (Stryer, 1988). A single fatty 

acid chain is attached via an amide bond (replacing the ester linkage) to the p carbon 

of sphingosine and a charged phosphoryl choline group is esterified to sphingosine at 

the a. carbon. The molecule is thus structurally similar to a basic phospholipid since it 

retains a phosphoryl group and a long hydrocarbon chain, with the second hydrocarbon 

chain contributed by the sphingosine. 
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Sphingomyelin, first isolated from myelin, is shown below (fig. 4). Note its 

polar phospho choline group and its two hydrocarbon tails, one being fatty acid derived 

and the other being integral to the sphingosine structure. 
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The second major class of membrane lipid consists of the glycolipids (Stryer, 

1988). Glycolipids have one or more sugars esterified to sphingosine, replacing the 

charged phosphoryl choline group of sphingomyelin. Cerebroside, a simple glycolipid 

with one attached sugar moiety, is shown below (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5: Cerebroside; a glycolipid 
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Sugar residues are hydrophilic and thus tend to be oriented near the aqueous 

surface of the bilayer. This aids in orienting and stabilizing the glycolipid within the 

lipid membrane by preventing lateral and flip-flop rotations. Carbohydrates whether 

they be attached to lipid or proteins (glycoproteins) are thought to function in cell to 

cell communication by tagging cells for recognition. This is important in cellular 

immune and growth processes (Lehninger, 1982). 

The third major class of membrane lipid includes the steroidalcohols, the most 

abundant of which being cholesterol (Stryer, 1988). Cholesterol has a rather compact 

structure and like many of the phospholipids, it is amphipathic (Fig. 6) It contains a 

polar hydroxyl head group which can be esterified to a free fatty acid and a 

hydrophobic steroidal four fused-ring system. When it is present in bilayers, cholesterol 

has the effect of reducing membrane fluidity (Stryer, 1988). 

CHI H 

H-- ~--CH2-CH2- CH z C CHI 

Fig. 6: Cholesterol 
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The plasma membrane is composed of an organized arrangement of membrane 

lipid molecules and proteins. In the Fluid Mosaic Model, proposed by Singer and 

Nicolson in 1972, the membrane is depicted as a sea of membrane lipids arranged in 

a bilayer structure (Fig. 7) with membrane proteins (P) interspersed amongst them 

(Stryer. 1988). 

00000000000000000000 

II rllllllil
l
IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIII III III IIIIIVIII """""""""" 

0000001 P 1000000001 PIOO 

Fig. 7: Singer-Nicolson fluid-mosaic model of membrane structure 

The fatty acid chains, being lipophilic, allow the lipid molecules to commingle 

within the interior of the bilayer providing a fluid-like environment promoting the 

lateral diffusion of the globular proteins. The structure is thermodynamically favored 

since the hydrocarbon chains of the lipid are situated toward the inside of the structure 

away from the surrounding water while the polar head regions remain exposed to the 

aqueous environment (Stryer, 1988). The plasma membrane provides a permeability 

barrier for the. cell in that it is freely permeable to water yet impermeable to charged 

ions. The degree of membrane fluidity can be regulated through variations in the 

cholesterol content of the bilayer and the extent of double bond character or bending 

of the hydrocarbon chains. The lipid content can vary depending upon the particular 
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kind of membrane considered; Animal cells normally contain an equal proportion of 

lipid and protein (Stryer, 1988). 

Membrane lipid consists mainly of hydrophobic structural units (Table 1) 

(Stryer, 1988). 

Membrane Lipid Hydrophobic Unit Hydrophilic Unit 

Phosphoglycerides Fatty acid chains Phosphorylated alcohol 

Sphingomyelin Fatty acid chain Phosphoryl choline 
Hydrocarbon chain 
of sphingosine 

Glycolipid Fatty acid chain One or more sugar residues 
Hydrocarbo~ chain 
of sphingosine 

Cholesterol Entire molecule OH group at C-3 
except for OH group 

Table 1: Hydrophobic and hydrophilic units in membrane lipids 

A major portion of the hydrophobic character of the plasma membrane can be 

attributed to the hydrocarbon fatty acid chains of membrane lipid. As discussed, fatty 

acyl groups are located in the interior of the plasma membrane away from aqueous 

surroundings. This hydrophobic interior is where anesthetics are thought to interact with 

the lipid molecules and disrupt membrane integrity. A local change in membrane 
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structure, which may be manifested as a change in bilayer fluidity, may then be 

translated to other sites within the membrane, including membrane proteins. These 

notions form the basis of the lipid theories (see 1.3 Lipid theories of anesthesia). A 

ch::mge in the structure of membrane lipid may then indirectly translate into a change 

in protein function. However, it may also be the direct effect of anesthetic molecules 

on the activity of membrane or cytosolic proteins (see 1.5 Protein theories of anesthesia 

and 1.6 Luciferase studies) which eventually leads to anesthesia. 

1.3 Lipid theories of anesthesia 

Because the site of anesthetic action continues to be regarded as being 

predominantly hydrophobic, over the years much emphasis has been placed on 

membrane lipid as a potential anesthetic target. As discussed earlier, this is largely due 

to the early work of Meyer and Overton (Meyer 1899; Overton 1901). Since then, many 

different lipid theories have evolved particularly during the latter half of the 20th 

century, with most proposing some kind of perturbation in the ordering of lipids (i.e. 

expansion of local sites, phase changes) as the mechanism of anesthetic action. 

Although changes in certain physical parameters of membrane lipid have been observed, 

such changes have been shown to be very small to undetectable at clinical levels of 

anesthetic (Boggs et aI., 1976). Also, the observed physical changes in the constituency 

of the bilayer lipid could be successfully mimicked through small changes in 
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temperature or atmospheric pressure (Franks and Lieb., 1978, 1982). While the lipid 

theories (discussed below) focus upon lipophilic ( or hydrophobic) regions of membrane 

lipid as the most likely site of anesthetic action, similar domains also exist in membrane 

and cytosolic proteins in the form of hydrophobic pockets and clefts (1.5 Protein 

-
theories of anesthesia). 

1.3.1 Membrane fluidity hypothesis 

The membrane fluidity hypothesis essentially proposes that anesthetics dissolve 

in the lipid portion of the lipid bilayer, rendering it more fluid. This change in fluidity 

may then be transmitted to a nearby membrane protein, an ion channel for example, 

resulting in the modification of its activity. Magnetic resonance studies with selected 

anesthetics have shown that anesthetics do increase the fluidity of membranes and lipid 

bilayers. Halothane, for example, causes an increased mobility of fatty acid chains in 

phospholipid bilayers (Mastrangelo et aI., 1978) and benzyl alcohol increases the 

mobility of membrane components in erythrocytes (Metcalfe et aI., 1968). For many of 

these studies, however, the lipid bilayers which were used contained variable types of 

phospholipid molecules and contained varying concentrations of cholesterol (which is 

thought to have a stabilizing effect on lipid bilayers-Franks and Lieb, 1978). Also, the 

anesthetic concentrations used for such studies were much higher than those used 

clinically (Boggs et aI., 1976). 
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1.3.2 Membrane phase transitions 

Certain bilayers in nerve membranes are poised near a chain-melting phase 

transition. Most general anesthetics have been noted to significantly depress the melting 

temperature of the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition in pure lipid systems at 

clinical concentrations (Hill, 1974; Kamaya et aI., 1979). 

The effects of anesthetics on the melting temperature of the lipid were very small 

and were equivalent to those produced by a temperature increase of less than one 

degree; The changes were also found to be reversed by only a few tenths atmospheres 

of pressure (Franks and Lieb, 1982, Hill, 1974; Kamaya et aI., 1979). The phase 

transition theory was further extended to studies by Trudell with nerve membranes 

shown to undergo lateral phase separations. 

Lateral phase separations 

Trudell's lateral phase separation theory postulates the coexistence of highly ordered 

gel-phase phospholipids and disordered fluid-phase phospholipids. The bilayer is 

thought to accommodate protein conformational changes through maintaining a 

separation of high-volume disordered phospholipid chains and lower-volume ordered 

chains. A membrane containing a lateral phase separation can theoretically 

accommodate volume changes; this is termed lateral compressibility. Volume changes 
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may involve the insertion of a protein into the membrane or the expansion and 

activation of a membrane protein (Le. opening of an ion channel). 

In order to functionally expand, a membrane protein requires high lateral 

pressures to restrict its movements. This may be provided by a highly ordered solid 

phase surrounding the more fluid phase in which the protein is directly embedded. 

Upon binding anesthetic, the membrane is thought to become disordered and fluidize 

in the solid areas of the lateral phase separation, resulting in elimination of the solid 

phase. A protein, such as a sodium channel inserted in such a membrane would not be 

capable of undergoing conformational changes as readily (not without a larger input of 

energy) due to absence of the solid phase. 

1.3.3 Membrane permeability changes 

Permeability changes in lipid bilayers have been observed to result in the leakage 

of cations from lipid vesicles (Bangham et aI., 1980). Permeability increases as high as 

20-50% were observed for cations (Le. H+), but were much lower (ca. 10%) for anions 

and non-electrolytes. General anesthetics have been shown to markedly increase 

membrane permeability and this change has been shown to be reversed by high 

pressure. Bangham and coworkers proposed a "pump-leak hypothesis" whereby 

anesthetics are believed to act by collapsing pH gradients across 

catecholamine-containing synaptic vesicles (Bangham et aI., 1986). Anesthetics, by 
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partitioning into the synaptic membrane, are thought to increase membrane permeability 

to protons, leading to collapse of a pH gradient of 2 units maintained by an ATP

dependent proton pump. This would tend to neutralize the catecholamines inside 

allowing them to escape. The leakage of catecholamines across the vesicular membrane 

would result in the inhibition of synaptic transmission. 

In examining their theory, Bangham and Mason measured the effects of benzyl 

alcohol and other anesthetics including halothane and chloroform on the permeability 

of rat synaptic vesicles. The vesicles tended to accumulate dopamine in an ATP

dependent manner. Benzyl alcohol and the other anesthetics were shown to increase 

proton permeability resulting in the release of dopamine from the synaptic vesicles 

(Bangham and Mason, 1980). However, when the proton gradients used in these studies 

were later evaluated, they were found to have half-times of decay in the range of 15 

min. which is a length of time much longer than that normally required for the onset 

of anesthesia «1 min). 

1.3.4 Critical volume hypothesis 

The state of general anesthesia was found to be reversible with the application of 

high pressures (approx. 150 atm) (Miller et aI., 1973). If pressure is exerting its effect 

at an anesthetic site, since high pressures can result in a reduction in membrane volume, 

this implies that the bilayer must expand during anesthesia. This led Miller and 
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colleagues to propose the critical volume hypothesis (Miller et ai., 1973). This theory 

states that anesthesia ensues when the volume fraction of anesthetic molecules 

partitioned into a membrane reaches a critical value. Alternatively, the dimensions of 

a membrane containing anesthetic determines anesthetic depth. Because it may account 

for the pressure reversal phenomenon of anesthesia, the critical volume hypothesis has 

received much support. 

Although anesthetic binding does indeed increase membrane volume, expansion 

occurred by only a small amount; Red cell membranes were found to expand by <0.1 % 

when exposed to halothane at clinical concentrations (Seeman P, 1972). Work on red 

cells also revealed that membrane expansion can be attributed almost entirely to the van 

der Waals volume of the' anesthetic molecules themselves. The increase in red cell 

membrane volume was also discovered to be equivalent to that produced by a 

temperature increase of less than 1°C (Melchior et ai., 1977). 

1.4 Structure of proteins 

Proteins are biological macromolecules built from a set of twenty amino acid 

subunits (Stryer, 1988). An amino acid consists of four species bonded to a central a. 

carbon atom: an amino group, a carboxyl group, a hydrogen atom and a side chain (R 

group) distinctive for each amino acid. 
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The twenty different types of amino acid side chains vary in their size, shape, 

hydrogen-bonding capacity and chemical reactivity and contribute to the wide range of 

chemical properties observed for the more than 2000 different proteins so far identified 

(Lehninger, 1982). 

Amino acids with aliphatic side chains are commonly found in protein interiors, 

away from the aqueous surroundings, and are thus hydrophobic. This condition is 

analogous to that of membrane lipid molecules, which maintain their hydrophobic acyl 

chains oriented toward the interior of the membrane leaving polar groups exposed to 

. the aqueous exterior. The hydrophobic amino acids are: valine, leucine, isoleucine, 

phenylalanine, tryptophan and tyrosine. Two hydrophobic amino acids (cysteine and 

methionine) contain sulfur-containing ( -SH) side groups which allow them to 

substantially influence protein conformation through the formation of disulfide bonds 

(Stryer, 1988). It is the hydrophobic amino acids which constitute the hydrophobic 

"pocket" or "cleft" regions in proteins within which anesthetics may bind (see 1.5 

Protein theories of anesthesia). 

Proteins from all species, ranging from the simple bacterium to the human, are 

constructed from the same basic set of twenty amino acids. It is the sequence of these 

twenty amino acids which ultimately determines how a protein assumes its final three 

dimensional or quaternary form. How the amino acid chains of a protein fold and which 

amino acids come to finally lie in close proximity with one another after folding 

contributes to a protein's overall function, whether it be structural or 
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functional/enzymatic. Amino acids bond with one another through an amide type 

linkage to form a rigid planar unit, the peptide bond (Stryer, 1988). 

The sequential peptide bonds formed by a chain of amino acids provides a 

consistent framework for the protein, also known as the peptide backbone (Lehninger, 

1982) with amino acid side chains extending along side of it as appendage-like 

structures Fig. 8. 

Amino
terminal 

end 
Serylglycyltyrosinylalanylleucine 

Ser'GlY'Tyr'Ala'Leu 

Carboxyl
terminal 

end 

Fig. 8: A peptide chain of 5 amino acid residues (From A. L. Lehninger, PRINCIPLES 

OF BIOCHEMISTRY, 1982. Worth Publishers, New York. Reprinted by permission). 

A protein can consist of one or more peptide chains which may be covalently 

linked through, for example, disulfide or oxygen bonds. 

The basic sequence of amino acids in a protein comprising its peptide chains is 

known as the protein's primary sequence (Lehninger, 1982; Stryer, 1988). 
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Protein from different species may have similarities in terms of primary sequence; Such 

proteins with primary amino acid sequences which are nearly identical between species 

are known as homologous proteins (Lehninger, 1982). Residues which are identical are 

called invariant residues and tend to be critical to either the protein's structure or 

function and thus tend to be conserved between species. 

The peptide backbone of a protein is a rather rigid structure, particularly about the 

planar peptide bonds. However, rotation can occur around two dihedral angles formed 

on either side of the a carbon. The aC-amino link is known as the phi (~) bond and 

the aC-carboxyl link is known as the psi (\II) bond (Fig. 9). 

H 0 
I II 

/N\/C\ 
C ~C\II N 
II I I 
o H H 

Fig. 9: Stick model showing the ~ and \II angles between adjacent peptide groups. 

The secondary structural features (see below) of a protein chain can be predicted 

when the ~ and \II angles are defined for the residue of each peptide chain (Rawn, 

1989). Depending upon the amino acid sequence, certain rotations are more 

energetically favorable than others. This may be due to steric factors (Le. bulky side 

group interactions) or charge factors. Allowed ranges for the phi and psi angles can be 

visualized in terms of a contour diagram known as a Ramachandran plot (Rawn, 1989). 
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This type of plot allows for the prediction of protein secondary structure based on 

primary amino acid sequence data. 

The secondary structure of a protein is the spatial arrangement of its constituent 

amino acids based on allowed steric relationships and bonding patterns, including 

disulfide and hydrogen linkages, intrinsic to the protein (Lehninger, 1982; Stryer, 1988). 

This second level of protein architecture accounts for a protein' s overall three

dimensional folding pattern. Two types of secondary structures often found in proteins 

are the a helix and the p pleated sheet (Lehninger, 1982; Stryer, 1988). The a helix is 

a tightly coiled polypeptide chain with amino acid side chains extending to the outside 

of a helical structure (fig. 10). 

Fig. 10: Ball-and-stick model of an a helix including hydrogen bonds (From A. L. 

Lehninger, PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY, 1982. Worth Publishers, New York. 

Reprinted by permission). 
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The helix is stabilized through hydrogen bonding between each CO group and 

the NH group situated four residues ahead in the linear sequence of amino acids. Each 

residue is related to the next in the linear sequence through a translation of 1.5 A and 

a rotation of 100 degrees. This results in 3.6 residues per helical turn. The h~lical sense 

can either be- right-handed or left-handed, the most typically encountered being the 

right-handed type helix. The a. helix is a common structural motit~ particularly for 

structural proteins such as collagen which are found in the extracellular matrix and 

other supportive elements of the body. 

Another periodic secondary structural motif is the ~ pleated sheet (Fig. 11). 

I.- 0.70 nm-l 
I I 
I I 

II 

Fig. 11: Ball-and-stick model of a ~ pleated sheet including hydrogen bonds (From A. 

L. Lehninger, PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY, 1982. Worth Publishers, New 

York. Reprinted by permission). 
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As its name implies, the ~ pleated sheet is a flat, sheet-like structure. It differs 

markedly from the a. helix in its structural arrangement and internal bonding patterns. 

Rather than being a single polypeptide tightly coiled in a right or left-handed fashion, 

the two or more polypeptides composing the ~ pleated sheet are nearly fully extended. 

The distance between adjacent amino acids is 3.sA, in contrast with l.SA for the a. 

helix. Its conformation is such that hydrogen bonding occurs between the NH and CO 

groups of different, but adjacent polypeptide chains. The adjacent chains of a ~ pleated 

sheet can run either in the same direction (parallel ~ pleated sheet) or in opposite 

directions (antiparallel ~ pleated sheet). Proteins with flat smooth structures commonly 

have a large ~ pleated sheet component, an example being the fibroin protein found in 

r silk. 

The manner in which a protein folds into its final compact three dimensional 

pattern, its tertiary structure, is primarily dependent upon its environment (Stryer, 1988). 

The tertiary structure of a protein is maintained in part by hydrophobic, non-bonded 

type interactions which are primarily determined by the surroundings. In an aqueous 

environment, proteins spontaneously fold into compact globular structures with 

nonpolar, hydrophobic cores. The hydrophobic effect is a major factor involved in 

protein folding (see below). Over the past decade, X-ray crystallographic studies of 

hundreds of protein structures has revealed the. tendency for proteins to adopt a globular 

shape in solution (Stryer, 1988). 
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Most enzymes so far identified, including Ribonuclease S (see below) have 

globular shapes. This is in contrast to the structural, fibrous proteins such as collagen 

which are rod-shaped structures . 

. 
The interior of a typical globular protein consists mainly of nonpolar residues 

forming its hydrophobic core. The exterior consists of both nonpolar and polar residues, 

the majority being polar. This distribution of amino acid residues is the result of the 

hydrophobic effect (Tanford, 1978), a strong driving force influencing the folding of 

a protein in its aqueous surroundings. 

When a protein folds, each residue buries approximately 30% of its accessible 

surface area (surface exposed to solvent) resulting in the release of water from inside 

the protein. The thermodynamic stability gained by the cooperative extrusion of water 

from the interior of a protein leads to the burying of hydrophobic side chains inside the 

protein leaving the polar, charged side chains on the surface exposed to the water. The 

hydrophobic effect is what ultimately drives a linear chain of amino acids (the simple 

primary sequence) to adopt the final folded state of a native protein. Van der Waals 

bonding between hydrophobic side chains also aids in establishing the hydrophobicity 

of the core and stabilizing protein structure (Creighton, 1985). Because the interior of 

a native folded protein is hydrophobic, this would provide an appropriate environment 

for the binding of small lipophilic substances including anesthetics. 
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In addition to hydrophobic forces, covalent bonding patterns, including disulfide 

bonds between cysteine -8 residues, also serve to stabilize protein structure. Such bonds 

can link amino acids which are very far apart in a protein's primary amino acid 

sequence and therefore aid in the folding process. If a protein is chemically modified 

it may unfold and assume an enzymatically inert, or denatured state. 

Protein denaturation can occur with heating, through changes in pH or through 

chemical treatment. p-mercaptoethanol functions as a reducing agent and along with 

urea, converts disulfide into sulfhydryl groups (Anfinsen, 1973; Lehninger, 1982). 

Without the stabilizing effect of their internal covalent bonding patterns including 

disulfide bonds, proteins can lose their overall three dimensional structures and become 

inactive. For example the treatment of Ribonuclease 8, an enzyme which functions to 

cleave RNA, with p-mercaptoethanol and urea results in near complete loss of activity 

(Eig. 12). 
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Fig. 12: Denaturation of ribonuclease with the addition of p-mercaptoethanol and urea. 

Four cystine residues were dissociated (urea) and reduced (p-mercaptoethanol) to yield 
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eight cysteine residues (From A. L. Lehninger, PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY, 

1982. Worth Publishers, New York. Reprinted by permission). 

Ribonuclease S is a protein consisting of a single amino acid polypeptide chain 

of 124 amino acid residues and four disulfide bonds. When the protein is observed 

after treatment, its conformational state is no longer small and compact but has instead 

assumed a random, elongated appearance. The overall conformational state of a protein 

is thus important in maintaining not only its structural but, especially as is applicable 

for enzymes, its functional integrity. 

Disulfide linkages can serve to establish contact points between different protein 

domains or peptide subunits. The fourth hierarchial level of protein structure is 

quarternary structure (Lehninger, 1982). If a protein maintains discrete functional 

domains or subunits, it is said to maintain a quarternary structural component. A well 

known protein exhibiting quarternary structure is the oxygen transporter protein 

hemoglobin A (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 13: Model of hemoglobin A (From A. L. Lehninger, PRINCIPLES OF 

BIOCHEMISTRY, 1982. Worth Publishers, New York. Reprinted by permission). 

Hemoglobin A is a protein found in abundance in the human red cell. It consists 

of four polypeptide subunits (20. and 2P chains for adult Hb A form) arranged in a 

tetrahedral form. 

Each subunit contains a heme group with a single oxygen-binding site. The 

molecule can bind up to four O2 molecules in a cooperative manner. This is one of the 

characteristics of hemoglobin which allows it to function with great efficiency as the 

main oxygen transporter of the respiratory system. Another feature which allows 

hemoglobin to function efficiently as an oxygen carrier is the degree to which it can be 
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regulated. Surrounding conditions, including temperature and pH, can effect its general 

affinity state for oxygen. 

Enzyme regulation commonly occurs through a change in enzyme quaternary 

structure (Lehninger, 1982). Enzyme subunits may either gain or lose inter-subunit 

contact points, resulting in conformational realignments in overall structure. In 

oxygenated hemoglobin, for example, one up pair is shifted with respect to the other 

through a rotation of 15 degrees and a translation of 0.8 A (Fig. 14). 

Fig. 14: Diagram of the change in quaternary structure of hemoglobin on oxygenation; 

One up pair is shifted in the oxy form. , 

Although this conformational change which occurs upon O2 binding is quite 

small, the alteration is sufficient to effectively change the enzyme's overall function, 

allowing it to bind O2 with greater affinity. Binding sites for O2 are more exposed and 
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thus more accessible in the shifted state relative to the initial, non-rotated form. During 

the rotation process, the central iron atom (Fe3+) also moves into the plane of the heme 

group. 

Enzymatic regulation may occur through several mechanisms (Stryer, 1988). An 

end.:.product, which has been produced in excess through some metabolic process, may 

bind to a rate limiting enzyme found near the beginning of a reaction sequence, 

inhibiting its function (end-product inhibition). Metabolic reactions may be also be sped 

up through a feed-forward type mechanism with the binding of a cofactor, or coenzyme 

produced along a side-reaction (Fig. 15). 

J'B~C ~ D~E~F 

A 
® 
'\ «- «- «- J 

A B 

Fig. 15: Inhibitory (A) and stimulatory (B) or feed forward regulation. 

It is because of their elaborate quaternary structures, maintained by non-covalent 

bonding forces, and their ability to undergo flexible conformational rearrangements in 

structure which allow for enzymes to perform many of their key metabolic functions 

and be responsive to regulatory cues. 
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1.5.1 Simple protein binding studies 
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As described above (1.4 Structure of proteins), the interior of a typical globular 

protein consists mainly of nonpolar residues fonning its hydrophobic core. The exterior 

consists of both nonpolar and polar residues, the majority being polar. this distribution 

of amino acid residues is the result of hydrophobic forces. This general hydrophobic 

core of a protein is partitioned into circumscribed sites known as pockets or clefts 

which usually extend to the aquous surface. These regions can provide suitable 

hydrophobic environments for possible anesthetic interaction. The interaction has been 

likened to an enzyme-substrate interaction where the anesthetic molecule is the substrate 

and the protein target provides the binding site. (Fig. 16). 

Protein Binding Sne 

Site with Bound Substrate 

Fig. 16: Model of substrate enzyme interaction at a hydrophobic binding site on a 

protein. 
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In order to discriminate between potential direct effects of anesthetic agents on 

protein from possible indirect effects on surrounding lipid, purified protein systems have 

been used for studies of protein-anesthetic interactions. Early studies began with 

evaluating the binding of simple alkanes to regions of biologically active proteins. 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) 

Certain anesthetic alkanes (Wishnia and Pinder, 1964; Ray et aI., 1966) and 

alcohols (Ray et aI., 1966) have been shown to bind to bovine serum albumin (BSA). 

The binding was found to directly correlate with their octanollwater partition 

coefficients. The binding energy increased with chain length for a series of alkanes. The 

binding site is therefore thought to be formed by hydrophobic associations. 

Of particular note is that the binding of alkanes to BSA showed a· temperature 

dependence with a concomitant conformational shift in the protein. The shift in 

conformation (F-form) of BSA may explain the accompanying increase in the binding 

affinity of BSA observed at neutral pH. 

Beta-Lactoglobulin 

A circumscribed hydrophobic binding site has been shown to exist for the beta

lactoglobulin molecule (Wishnia and Pinder, 1966). The alkane binding site on the 
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monomeric form (pH 2.0) of beta-lactoglobulin (18 kd) was found to accommodate two 

butane molecules or one iodobutane. The binding site was characterized as a single 

hydrophobic region which can accommodate more than 200 but less than 230 mllmol 

of a nonpolar substance. 

Hemoglobin 

Horse hemoglobin has been found to bind anesthetic molecules In 

crystallographic ally well-defined pockets (Schoenborn, 1965). 

The anesthetic molecules which exhibited binding to horse hemoglobin were small 

in structure: xenon, butane and pentane. Crystallographic data was gathered with respect 

to their binding sites on the hemoglobin molecule. The binding sites were well defined 

and shown to be discrete pockets extending from the surface to the interior of the 

protein. 

These early binding studies served to demonstrate that the solubility properties of 

the general anesthetic site, including the "cutoff' effect as described by Franks and Lieb 

(1984, see below) could be accounted for by a protein site of action. Simple protein 

binding does not necessarily indicate a change in protein function. However, for a 
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specific class of light-emitting enzymes, known as the luciferase proteins, an inhibition 

of protein function produced at clinical levels of anesthetic has been observed. 

Because enzymes can be functionally regulated in response to environmental cues 

and chemical stimuli, perhaps they can also be regulated through the binding of 

-
anesthetic molecules; Anesthetic molecules may function as regulatory molecules. 

inducing small conformational changes in proteins in much the same way that hormones 

function as chemical mediators in intracellular signalling processes. Although small 

changes in the structure of membrane lipid have also been noted (see 1.3 Lipid theories 

of anesthesia), lipids would not be expected to act as major mediators in a metabolic 

cascade (although they may indirectly stimulate a change in an adjacent membrane 

protein as previously discussed). The concept of anesthetic molecules acting as chemical 

regulators is not far fetched when considering the simple structure of adrenaline 

(epinephrine) which, through a simple binding process to a protein receptor induces a 

whole cascade of cellular events which are amplified to such an extent that they can 

lead to gross cardiovascular changes (Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 17: Honnonal regulation of intracellular enzymatic reaction (From A. L. Lehninger, 

PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY, 1982. Worth Publishers, New York. Reprinted 

by permission). 

Perhaps the state of anesthesia, a physiological end-state, is induced in much the 

same way, beginning with the binding of anesthetic molecules to the cellular membrane 

and, either directly or indirectly, effecting the function of a membrane protein. 

In the studies on isolated systems, anesthetics have been shown to bind directly 

to well-defined nonpolar regions of biologically active proteins (1.5 Protein theories of 
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anesthesia). In addition to binding, anesthetics have been shown to alter protein 

function; In studies on one particular enzyme system, luciferase, whose function can be 

measured in terms of light output, a notable change in enzyme activity has been 

demonstrated at clinical levels of anesthetic (1.6 Luciferase studies). 

1.6 Luciferase studies 

1.6.1 Properties of luciferase 

Luciferase is an enzyme found in the North American firefly and both marine and 

nonmarine forms of bacteria. The bacterial form of the enzyme is a heterodimer (MW 

ca. 80,000) consisting of a. and p subunits, the a. subunit being slightly larger (MW ca. 

42,000) and containing the active site. The two subunits have been purified with high 

yield by conventional electrophoresis (Hastings et aI., 1985) and their sequences have 

been defined through nucleotide sequencing of an EcoRI fragment isolated from the 

bacterial form (Vibrio harvey i) of the enzyme (Cohn et aI., 1985; Johnston et ai., 1986). 

From sequence analysis of the two subunits it was discovered that they have highly 

homologous N-terminal regions. This suggests that the subunits may have arisen 

through gene duplication events initiated from a common ancestral gene (Ziegler and 

Baldwin, 1981). 
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The reaction catalyzed by bacterial forms (Photo bacterium, Beneckea and Vibrio) 

of the enzyme is shown below (White and Dundas, 1970) (Fig. 18). 

NADH + FMN ~ FMNH2 + NAD 

,!. 

LUCIFERASE + FMNH2 ~ I (Reduced Enzyme Intermediate) 

(Luciferin) ,!. O2 

II (Long-lived) 

No Aldehyde J.. ,!. Aldehyde 

low quantum yield +- L· +- IlIA IlIA ~ L· ~ light 

Fig. 18: Metabolic pathway of bacterial luminescence 

Of particular note with regard to the bacterial luciferase reaction is that one of the 

products of the reaction is blue-green light. The reaction is otherwise analogous to those 

of other flavin monooxygenases where one oxygen from O2 hydroxylates the aldehyde 

to the carboxylic acid and the other is reduced to H20. There exist both low and high 

quantum yield pathways, the particular type favored being dependent upon the 

availability of aldehyde substrate. The initial step in the reaction (White and Dundas, 

1970) is the condensation of the enzyme with reduced flavin mononucleotide (FMNH2) 

to form Intermediate I. Molecular oxygen next reacts with this intermediate to form the 
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long lived Intermediate II. Intermediate II, in the presence of a long chain (C > 8) 

aldehyde substrate can undergo a reversible reaction to generate another intermediate, 

Intermediate IlIA. Intermediate IlIA is then converted through a series of steps to a 

highly reactive species (C). The reactive species decays (as a function of aldehyde 
. 

chain length) resulting in light emission. The number of steps which lead to production 

of the emitter is unknown, although the dissociative electron transfer mechanism 

originally proposed by Kosower (see below) provides a potent explanation, especially 

when considered with respect to the specific characteristics of the active site (i.e. active 

thiol). 

The identity of the molecular species which ultimately results in light emission, 

the emitter, also remains unknown (Ziegler and Baldwin, 1981). Several theories 

suggest that it may be a form of the flavin cofactor; perhaps the cation (FMNH+), the 

oxidized form (FMN) or an enzyme bound intermediate (E-FHOH). In the Kosower 

reaction (see 1.6.3 Kosower mechanism) the cationic form of the flavin is depicted as 

the emitter species in the reaction sequence. 

In the absence of a suitable aldehyde substrate a reactive species is generated (L"), 

but its decay results in a relatively low output of light (nearly a lOOO-fold difference) 

when compared with that of the high quantum yield pathway. This alternative pathway 

is thus known as the dim (or dark) pathway, associated with its low levels of light 

output. By either pathway the products of the reaction consist of light, the regenerated 

form of the enzyme and the oxidized flavin (FMN) (White and Dundas, 1970). 
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The intensity of the light produced from the bacterial luciferase reaction was found 

to be proportional to the velocity of the reaction and light output could therefore serve 

as a marker for the catalytic activity of the enzyme (Adey et al., 1976). The main 

reason luciferase studies have proven to be experimentally advantageous is that there 

is a functional change (light output) in enzyme activity caused by anesthetics. 

1.6.2 Interaction with anesthetics 

Adey and coworkers (1976) discovered that the reaction velocity or light output 

was significantly reduced in the presence of anesthetic agents including halothane, 

methoxyflurane and diethyl ether. Additionally, the reduction in light intensity was in 

direct proportion to the anesthetic concentration. Thus, the concentration of anesthetic 

needed to inhibit the luciferase reaction velocity by 50% was found to be equal to the 

concentration of anesthetic needed to reduce light output by 50% (Adey et al., 1976). 

These effects on reaction velocity and light output may be a result of anesthetic agents 

reacting with the luciferase enzyme, causing a change in enzyme function or activity. 

However~ another possibility is that anesthetic agents are reacting with the emitter 

substance generated during the luciferase reaction, resulting in a reduction in the light 

output; Perhaps enzyme activity is not effected at all but it is the yet unidentified 

emitter substance which is sensitive to anesthetic agents. Further studies on isolating 

and identifying the emitter are needed in order to explore this possibility. 
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White and Dundas (1970) also showed that a depression in the light output 

occurred for various concentrations of anesthetic agents. Anesthetics included: 

halothane, chloroform, cyclopropane, ether, methoxyflurane and trichlorethylene. For 

halothane, the mean EDso for inhibiting light output was 0.76 percent which was known 

at the time to be in the middle of the clinical range for halothane anesthesia (White and 

Dundas, 1970). 

Halsey and Smith (1970) observed that the dose of halothane anesthetic required 

to reduce light emission by 50% (ED so) was the same as that required to produce 

anesthesia in mice. They also demonstrated that for a series of anesthetics there was a 

correlation between anesthetic potency in mice and the potency for inhibition of 

bacterial luminescence (Table. 2). 

Chloroform 
Halothane 
Etber 
CHClF. 
CCl,F, 
N,O 

Bacteria 
ED •• -

(atmospberes) 
0'007 :1::0'0001 
0-0081 :1::0·0001 
00026 :1::0'002 
00209:1::0·004 
0-50:1::0,01 
2'04::0'05 

Mice 
AD,o· 

(atmos pheres) 
0·008 
0'00R6 
0·032 
0'16:1::0'05 
0'40:1::0'06 
I-50:!: 0'20 

Reference 
for ADteS 

13 
14 
13 

13 
13 

Table 2: Comparison of the effects of anesthetics in inhibiting bacterial luminescence 

and in inducing general anesthesia in mammals (Halsey and Smith, 1970, Reprinted 

with permission from Nature, Macmillan Magazines Limited). 
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Their conclusion was that the sites of anesthetic action in the two systems are likely 

to have similar physicochemical features. However, the question remains of whether the 

anesthetic sensitivity of luciferase can be based on an actual anesthetic binding site on 

the protein or if it is due to an inherent anesthetic sensitivity of a molecular species (Le. 

the emitter) generated in the bioluminescence reaction. Because the reaction was also 

found to be competitively inhibited (see below), however, suggests an anesthetic target 

site on the protein. 

The interaction between the anesthetic agent methoxyflurane and the aldehyde 

substrate dodecanal was found to be competitive (Adey et ai., 1976) (Fig. 19). 

5 10 15 
1 
s 

Oodecanal 

20 

Fig. 19: The effect of variation in dodecanal (1 unit = 1 ml of 0.2% v/v) concentration 

on the inhibition of the reaction velocity by 1.52 mmHg methoxyflurane. FMNH2 was 
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constant at 2.5 x 10.5 M (Adey, Wardley-Smith and White, 1976, reprinted with 

permission from Elsevier Science Ltd, UK). 

A double reciprocal plot (Lineweaver-Burke) similar to that constructed for the 

firefly luciferase enzyme in the presence of halothane (see below), illustrates the 

competitive nature of the interaction and also shows that the state of anesthesia can be 

reversed by increasing aldehyde substrate concentrations over the methoxyflurane 

anesthetic. Similar plots were obtained for a series of anesthetics including halothane, 

diethyl ether and chloroform (Adey et aI., 1976). 

The luciferase enzyme has thus proven to be of immense value in evaluating 

anesthetic-protein interactions. It has been shown to be sensitive to inhibition by clinical 

concentrations (partial pressures) of a diverse array of general anesthetics including 

halogenated compounds (halothane and chloroform), n-alcohols, long chain and cyclic 

alkanes (pentane), diethyl ether and methoxyflurane. 

In conclusion, the critical factors which have made the bacterial luciferase 

enzyme particularly amenable to studies which aim to explain the mechanism of 

anesthesia are: 
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1. It maintains an anesthetic sensitivity which can be measured In terms of 

light output. 

2. Its active site has been well defined and shown to competitively bind anesthetic 

molecules. 

If the structural identity of the active site of an anesthetic sensitive protein such 

as luciferase can be well established, this may provide important clues as to what 

features of a natural anesthetic binding site(s) may be involved in producing the 

ultimate biological effects of anesthetic agents- the state of anesthesia. 

1.6.3 Kosower mechanism 

One possible mechanism for the generation of the emitter species in the bacterial 

bioluminescence pathway is a dissociative electron transfer mechanism originally 

proposed by Kosower in 1980 (Kosower, 1980). The Kosower reaction (Fig. 20) 

involves the production of an excited flavocation by reaction of an enzyme bound form 

of the flavin with a specific thiol group of the protein. This reaction mechanism is 

thermodynamically favorable, ~H = -83 kcallmol. A reactive thiol group of the enzyme 

is an integral component in the Kosower reaction mechanism. 
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Fig. 20: Kosower mechanism for the bacterial bioluminescence reaction (Reprinted with 

permission from Academic Press, Inc., Orlando, Fl). 

Because the mechanism of anesthetic action is thought to involve the inhibition of 

electron transfer reactions within proteins, the Kosower electron transfer mechanism 

provides a means of studying how anesthetics may be functioning to impede electron 

transfer at the level of the luciferase active site. The Kosower mechanism involves a 

reactive thiol group of the protein as the active proton (H+) donor species. Because an 

active thiol group is known to be an integral component of the luciferase active site 

(Cys 106) (Nicoli and Hastings, 1974), the mechanism appears feasible with respect to 

what is known of the luciferase active center. By this mechanism, the active thiol group 

of cysteine 106 may be the actual electron donor to the aldehyde derived peroxyl 

species. Because it is believed that anesthetics compete with aldehyde for binding to the 
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active site (Adey et aI., 1976), in the presence of anesthetic, the thiol group would have 

no electron acceptor available (no aldehyde present) and therefore no electron transfer 

could take place. Without electron transfer occurring, an excited (active emitter) form 

of the flavin would not be generated and light output would thus be inhibited. 

The Kosower electron dissociative mechanism thus provides a viable explanation 

as to why interactions amongst the luciferase enzyme, its active thiol group and the 

aldehyde substrate are all required to produce the necessary reactions leading to the 

emission of light. 

1.6.4 Firefly luciferase 

Firefly luciferase (Photinus pyralis) is a heterodimer (a.~) similar to the bacterial 

form of the enzyme, with a MW =: 100,000. The protein was purified by affinity 

chromatography (Branchini et aI., 1980) and crystallized free of its substrate luciferin 

(Franks and Lieb, 1986). The enzyme catalyzes the following reaction (Fig. 21): 

LH2 + ATP + E + Mg2+ ~ E-LH2-AMP + PP j 

E-LH2-AMP + O2 ~ Products + Light 

E: Firefly luciferase 

LH2: Luciferin 

Fig. 21: The firefly luciferase bioluminescence reaction 
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The reaction is much simpler than the bacterial luciferase reaction. The enzyme 

combines with its substrate luciferin (LH2) in the presence of ATP. A phosphoryl group 

is transferred from ATP to the enzyme in the presence of Mg2+ to yield AMP and PP j • 

The phosphorylated form of the enzyme combines with molecular oxygen to yield a 

photon of light. 

In their search for clues as to the underlying mechanisms involved in general 

anesthesia, Franks and Lieb (1984) chose to undertake extensive work involving the 

luciferase enzyme from the North American firefly (Photinus Pyralis). They elected to 

work with this enzyme because it, like its bacterial form, produces an effect (light 

output) which can be measured with respect to anesthetic effect. 

The activity of firefly luciferase was found to be altered in the presence of 

general anesthetic agents, a finding analogous to what was found for the bacterial form. 

Surgical levels (partial pressure of 0.0073 atm.) of halothane had a profound effect on 

activity measurements (Fig. 22). 
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Fig. 22: Inhibition of luciferase activity by surgical levels of halothane. Final halothane 

concentration = 0.45 mM or 0.0073 atm (Franks and Lieb, 1984, Reprinted with 

permission from Nature, Macmillan Magazines Limited). 

The clinical relevance with respect to humans, of the firefly luciferase/anesthetic 

interaction can be observed in the high correlation between anesthetic inhibition of light 

emission and anesthetic potency data in mammals including man (Fig. 23). For a total 

of 18 anesthetics the correlation holds over a lOO,OOO-fold range of potencies. 
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Fig. 23: Identity of general anesthetic concentration needed to anesthetize whole animals 

and to inhibit luciferase activity by 50% (Franks and Lieb, 1984, Reprinted with 

permission from Nature, Macmillan Magazines Limited). 

The observed effects of anesthetics on firefly luciferase reaction kinetics were 

similar to those noted for the bacterial form of the enzyme; A competitive interaction 

(Fig. 24) was observed between the enzyme and luciferin; Vmax (activity) was 

unaffected by anesthetic but Km (Michaelis constant) increased. 
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Fig:. 24: Competitive interaction between halothane and the substrate luciferin for 

inhibiting firefly luciferase activity (Franks and Lieb, 1984, Reprinted with permission 

from Nature, Macmillan Magazines Limited). 

In addition to a competitive binding-type pattern, favorable enthalpy changes 

were also noted for anesthetic binding to the firefly luciferase enzyme (Ueda and 

Kamaya, 1973; Dickinson, Franks and Lieb, 1993). The enthalpies of transfer from 
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water to the anesthetic binding site on firefly luciferase were found to be more negative 

(favorable) than transfer into olive oil or lipid bilayers (Dickinson, Franks and Lieb, 

1993) (Table: 3). 

Anesthetic 

Halothane 
Methoxyflurane 
Diethyl ether 
n-Butanol 
n-Hexanol 
n-Heptanol 

AHO (water ~ site)(kJ/mol) 

Luciferase Olive Oil 

-18 ± 2 
-24 ± 1 
-6. ± 2 
-11 ± 1 
-30 ± 2 
-19 ± 2 

+4.± 5 
- 6.± 4 
+13± 2 

+11 ± 1 
+1. ± 2 

n-Alcohol 

+9.3 
+6.5 
+5.3 

Table 3: Enthalpies of transfer of general anesthetics from the aqueous phase to firefly 

luciferase, olive oil, lipids and n-alcohols. 

Studies on firefly luciferase have proven particularly fruitful, revealing aspects 

of the enzyme active site (in terms of its dimensions) which were not previously 

ascertained in studies of the bacterial form. Size limitations of the site were developed 

in terms of an observed "cut-off effect" in terms of simple aliphatic and alcohol potency 

data. 
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In studies of the effects of a homologous series of n-alcohols (methanol to n-

decanol), it was found that for alcohols up to and including hexanol, two molecules 

were inhibitory but for larger alcohols, only a single molecule was involved in the 

inhibition. This suggested that anesthetic molecules compete with luciferin for binding 

to a site which is of limited dimensions. 

The minimum volume of the binding site (two hexanol molecules or one 

luciferin molecule) was determined to be 250 mllmol. This is a value similar to that 

estimated for the size of the binding site on beta-lactoglobulin (approx. 230 mllmol) 

(Wishnia and Pinder, 1966). 

The molecular architecture (circumscribed dimensions) of the site can account 

for the different cutoffs noted between different homologous series- the n-alcohols and 

n-alkanes (Franks and Lieb, 1985). Alkanes were found to bind with more affinity than 

their alcohol counterparts and affinity increased with addition of a hydrophobic 

methylene group (-CH2-). The Ki curves of the two series level off achieving cutoffs 

in two regions:n-alcohols: approx. C7; n-alkanes: approx. CI0, the exact point being 

species dependent (Fig. 25). 
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Fig. 25: Inhibition constants (K;) for the homologous series of n-alcohols and n-alkanes 

acting on firefly luciferase (Franks and Lieb, 1985, Reprinted with permission from 

Nature, Macmillan Magazines Limited). 

These data suggest that the anesthetic target site has the well-defined 

dimensions of a hydrophobic pocket. Luciferin is a small molecule (MW= 280), which 

has been shown (Franks and Lieb 1985) to be comparable in size to two molecules of 

halothane. Most anesthetics are small substances maintaining hydrophobic as well as 

some polar character. Based on cut-off data as well as size considerations, it appears 

theoretically possi~le for an anesthetic molecule to fit into a hydrophobic pocket where 

it may then through yet unknown mechanisms effect protein function. As discussed 
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previously, the interaction of anesthetics with their potential protein binding sites may 

be compared to that of an enzyme and its substrate. 

Thus studies with the luciferase enzyme have shown it to not only be an 

anesthetic sensitive protein, but to maintain a binding site with the dimensions of a 

circumscribed hydrophobic pocket. Its function in bioluminescence has serendipitously 

provided an efficient endproduct, light, which can be readily measured. Theories on the 

molecular target of anesthesia must therefore be expanded to include proteins. 



Chapter 2: Computational Studies of Protein-Anesthetic 

Interactions 

2.1 Introduction 
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TQ gain further insights into how anesthetics may interact with an isolated 

protein system other than luciferase, molecular modeling studies were undertaken for 

the a. subunit of bacterial luciferase and a series of five enzyme systems derived from 

the Brookhaven National Databank (see 2.2 Structural database)(Bemstein et ai., 1977). 

With the advent of technological advances in the area of computer graphics 

devices and molecular imaging software programs, studies on the architectures of large 

biological molecules including how a complex may form between a protein and a 

potential ligand (anesthetic molecule) or its natural substrate became feasible. Large 

hardware systems capable of producing television-like (raster graphics) images at speeds 

of nearly 15 frames per second were developed, beginning in the mid 1970s with the 

Evans & Sutherland Picture System (PS) series (Foley et ai., 1990). Such systems 

allowed for the capture and free rotation of images of very large structures including 

multimeric enzyme systems. 

Molecular images became more intelligible when it became possible to 

incorporate the elements of color, real-time rotation and depth perception into models. 

Programs for the display and structural analysis of molecules were soon developed; 
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Over the past decade, further programming innovations were made including techniques 

and algorithms for the structural optimization of molecules and strategies for docking 

ligands into enzyme active sites. The particular optimization and docking programs used 

for these studies will be discussed in detail below (2.3 Modeling programs). Explanation 

of the docking process for modeling enzyme-anesthetic interactions and the 

intermolecular energy calculations derived from them are included in the Computational 

results (2.6) section. 

2.2 Structural database 

Coordinate data for the structures of over 300 proteins and protein complexes 

can be obtained from a national database known as the Brookhaven National Database 

(Bernstein et aI., 1977). The database consists of files (PDB files) containing coordinate 

data derived from X-ray, NMR or neutron diffraction studies. The data contained in 

PDB files can be classified into the following biological structures: 1) protein, which 

may include cofactors, substrates or inhibitors 2) nucleic acids and 3) carbohydrates. 

Coordinates are deposited in a standard format which includes information on structure 

determination (i.e. resolution), atomic coordinates and bibliographic references. X-ray 

crystal data obtained to within 3.0 A is considered sufficient for modeling studies 

(Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). 
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The data contained in PDB files can be used for a whole host of calculations 

from structural optimizations, molecular conformational analysis and intermolecular 

interactions. Most programs (including those used for these studies) which are used for 

molecular graphics or other computational analyses of biological structures can read 

files created in the PDB format. 

2.3. Modeling programs 

Numerous molecular graphics/computer modeling programs exist for 

computational studies of PDB structures. Some packages, including Hyperchem 

(Autodesk, 1992) used for the bacterial luciferase studies, can be run in a Windows 

environment (386/486 IBM compatible), while others (INSIGHTII) are more appropriate 

for larger systems including Silicon Graphics IRIS work stations (as was used in these 

studies) or Evans and Sutherland (PS350) systems. 

INSIGHT II is a molecular graphics modeling program developed by Biosym 

Technologies (Biosym Technologies, 1992). It includes an array of applications 

including: Homology for defining homologous sequences between proteins, Analysis for 

creating plots of dynamic fluctuations in molecular conformation and Discover which 

was used in these studies to build molecules, refine their structures and study 

intermolecular interactions. 
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Discover includes a set of modules designed for building structures (Builder) 

from fragment libraries and for docking ligands into protein binding/active sites 

(Docking). Discover allows one to find stable conformational energy states of molecules 

which can then be used in other processes (Le. docking substrates into active sites). 

Energy minimization with Discover was found to be particularly useful for optimizing 

the initial, starting geometries of anesthetic models created from fragment libraries 

stored in the Builder module. Discover was also useful in minimizing PDB enzyme 

structures acquired from the Brookhaven National Databank (Bernstein, et al., 1977). 

The Builder and Docking modules have proven invaluable in assessing protein-ligand 

binding interactions between anesthetic molecules and protein active sites. 

2.4 Theory of modeling programs 

2.4.1 Potential energy surface 

For the complete description of the flexibility and dynamics of a biological 

molecule, it is essential to know how the potential energy of the system varies with the 

positions of its constituent atoms. In principle, this potential could be derived by solving 

quantum mechanical equations to determine the ground state energies of the electrons 
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and nuclei at each set of nuclear positions. Such descriptions must begin at the level of 

the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation (Thirring and Urban, 1977). 

H'I' (R,r) = E\}1 (R,r) 

where H is the Hamiltonian for the particular system, \}1 is the wavefunction and E is 

the energy. 

In order to simplify this expression Born and Oppenheimer proposed that since 

electrons are several thousand times lighter and move much faster than their associated 

nuclei, electronic motion can be effectively decoupled from that of the nuclei. The 

Schrodinger equation can therefore be written as two separate equations, one describing 

electronic motion and one describing the motion of the nuclei: 

I. Electrons: H\}1(r;R) = E\}1(r;R) 

II. Nuclei: H<l>(R) = E<l>(R) 

The equation for electronic motion (I), defines an energy E(R) which is a 

function exclusively of the coordinates of the nuclei. This energy is known as the 

potential energy surface of the molecule. The direct solution of equation I, is the 

province of ab-initio quantum chemical calculations (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). For 

molecular mechanics type calculations, approximations are made for many of the 
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integrals which incorporate empirically fit (forcefield) functions in describing the 

potential energy surfaces of molecules (Burkert and Allinger, 1982). 

F orcefields incorporate a combination of internal coordinates (consisting of bond 

distances, bond angles and torsions) and interatomic coordinates which describe the 

nonbonded interactions (i.e. van der Waals and electrostatic interactions) between atoms. 

The particular form of the forcefield equation applied for a Discover process is a 

function of the complexity of the molecule under study. Analytical forms can range 

from simple quadratic equations to Morse functions, Fourier expansions, Lennard-Jones 

potentials etc. (Burkert and Allinger, 1982). 

The forcefield when combined with the actual coordinates of a molecule 

produces the energy expression or potential function for the molecule (Hagler et ai., 

1985). Molecular mechanics programs including Discover automatically assign atomic 

coordinates (atom and bond types) to the forcefield used in the calculation. One 

analytical form of the expression commonly used for Discover calculations is shown 

below along with an illustration of the bonding parameters (Fig. 26). 
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Consistent Valence Forcefield (CVFF) Energy Expression: 
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Fig 26: CVFF energy expreSSlOn (Reprinted with permission from Discover User 

Guide, Part 1, version 2.8, Copyright 1992, Biosym Technologies, Inc., San Diego). 
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Terms 1-4 of the CVFF energy expression (Dauber-Osguthorpe et al., 1988) 

consist of the internal coordinates of the system and include bond stretching (1), angle 

deformation (2), torsion about angles (3) and out of plane interactions (4) terms. Terms 

5-9 include couplings between internal coordinates: bond stretching interactions (5), 

bonded angle adjustments (6),(7), torsional interactions (8), and out of plane interactions 

(9). Terms 10 (van der Waals Lennard-Jones function) and 11 (electrostatic-Coulombic 

expression- interactions) represent the nonbonded (positive and negative) interactions. 

Hydrogen bonds are included as electrostatic parameters. 

The Consistent Valence Forcefield (CVFF) was specifically developed to 

reproduce the structural properties of peptide and protein systems (Dauber-Osguthorpe 

et ai, 1988). Other forcefields including AMBER employ atomic coordinates applicable 

for other biological systems including simple organic systems and nucleic acids (DNA 

and RNA) (Weiner et al., 1984). Since CVFF was specifically designed for protein 

applications, it was chosen for the studies described herein. 

2.4.2 Structural adjustments 

Once a protein is selected from the list of proteins stored in the Brookhaven 

Data Bank (Bernstein et ai, 1977), its structure can then be minimized. Minimization 

is a technique which allows one to glean important static information, including detailed 
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structural and energetic data, from a molecular system (McCammon and Harvey, 1987). 

The total energy of a minimized enzyme structure, for example, can be partitioned into 

contributions from specific interactions including van der Waals and electrostatic 

energies (Discover Guide 2.8, 1992). The strategy for minimization is such that prior 
. 

to the start of a minimization calculation atomic valencies, including potential states and 

hydrogen bonding, should be adjusted for the system (Discover Guide 2.8, 1992; 

McCammon and Harvey 1987; Hermans, 1985). 

All structural adjustments made prior to the start of a minimization were 

performed in the Builder module of Discover. Builder supports the construction of 

structural models from fragment libraries (as was done for the three anesthetics) or from 

partially built (PDB) structures (as applied to the five enzyme structures). 

2.4.2.1 Hydrogen bonding 

Crystal structures as defined in most if not all PDB files do not contain explicit 

hydrogen atom coordinates. A protein structure must therefore be modified by adding 

hydrogen atoms in order to fill any open valence states (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). 

To avoid salt bridge formation with concomitant conformational distortions nonpolar, 

rather than polar or ionizable, hydrogens were added to each structure. A pH restriction 

can be added to simulate physiological conditions (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). 

Hydrogens were added with the pH set to 7.0 for all proteins studied. 
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2.4.2.2 Solvent simulation 

Solvent effects should be included in a minimization calculation, particularly if 

charged or hydrophobic interactions are to be considered (Hermans, 1985). A rigorous 

protein minimization would include 2-3 layers of well-defined (explicitly added) water 

layers (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). Such simulations are computationally prohibitive. 

However, solvent effects can be modeled with a macroscopic, whole unit, dielectric 

constant set for the entire system (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). For each protein, a 

dielectric constant of 1.0 was applied in order to include any possible shielding effects 

of a surrounding solvent. This adjustment, along with the addition of hydrogen bonding 

to account for effects of amino acid protonation state, can serve to simulate periodic 

boundary conditions for large systems, such as multimeric proteins and yet not be very 

computationally expensive. 

2.4.2.3 Potential state 

The potential state of the protein under study must be set in order to compensate 

for any open valence states. Bond types (Le. ~ingle, double) may also need to be 

adjusted such that proper valences are maintained (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). During 

each minimization process, valences were checked in regions where larger than 

expected RMS values (> 10) were encountered. In many instances, it was observed that 
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adjustments to the valence state or conformational (see below) state of a particular 

region would have a considerable effect on process status time. The RMS (root-mean 

square) value is a convergence criterion which is set in advance of a minimization 

calculation. It represents the atomic derivatives of t~e target function (see 2.4.3 

Minimization methods)(McCammon and Harvey, 1987). An energy minimization 

process is said to have converged when the energy of the system is equal to or less than 

the RMS value. 

2.4.2.4 Strained geometry 

Torsion and fixed angle states should be applied to regions where steric 

hindrance may be effecting the energy status of a region (McCammon and Harvey, 

1987; Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). For example, for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase, a particular tyrosine group (P3ll) was manually rotated 60 degrees 

clockwse, away from a neighboring tryptophan (P3I0) residue in order to dampen or 

eliminate the effects of strained geometry (decrease the RMS deviation < 15 

kcal/mollA) between the two ring systems. For one process, the coordinates of this 

particular tyrosine were fixed prior to the start of minimization. This decreased the 

RMS deviation to <10 kcallmol/A and the process ran faster (average of 1 calculation! 

10 min compared to approx. 1 calculation! 20 min). Thus substantial savings in terms 

of process time may be obtained by fixing a small region of a protein. If fixing is 
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required, only very small regions (a few residues) of a protein should be fixed since 

fixing large regions (Le. an entire sUbunit) may result in high costs in terms of the 

accuracy of the calculation. 

Tethering, or favoring one particular conformational state over all others for a 

particular region or atom type, can be applied to a system prior to minimization. 

However this again introduces the possibility for error since all possible minimization 

schemes are not allowed. Tethering can be of benefit, however, when coordinate data 

contain artifacts due to disordered regions inherent in the crystal structure. For such 

proteins, tethering can serve to dampen any defective regions which would otherwise 

lead to unrealistic long-range disruptions of structure during a minimization 

(McCammon and Harvey, 1987). 

For these studies, restraints on protein structure, whether they be fixing particular 

regions in space or rotating particular groups, were only applied in those instances 

where substantial deviations in RMS values were encountered. 

2.4.3 Minimization methods 

Energy minimization of a protein is accomplished by means of a target 

(potential) function which includes energy terms and any external restraining terms if 

one chooses to constrain the calculation (McCammon and Harvey, 1987; Hermans, 

1985)). With each structural adjustment made in a system in order to lower its total 
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energy, the conformation is adjusted such that the value of the target function is 

decreased. A typical target function describing an elliptical potential energy surface is 

as follows: 

E(x,y) = X2 + Sy2 

This simple function is representative of the properties of the various 

minimization schemes which are commonly used and which will be discussed below 

(Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). In addition to an equation describing the energy surface, 

a starting set of atomic coordinates is tabulated and stored in a separate file (* .car files). 

These coordinates can later be retrieved if the minimization process is to be repeated. 

A standard minimization proceeds in a direction dictated by the slope or first derivative 

of the target function at the current set of coordinates (steepest descents). The 

derivatives point "downhill" toward the center of the potential relationship. However, 

for many proteins an uneven, "mountainous" potential relationship exists such that the 

function may sink into a false minimum which may be difficult to overpass or, "climb" 

out of. Another possibility is that the derivatives may change direction or possibly 

overshoot the minimum. For these reasons, monitoring derivatives of the system during 

a process is of value to insure that they are changing with time (the system hasn't 

become trapped in an energy "well") and that none of the derivatives are extreme, 

which would alert one to a highly strained region in the protein. 
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The number of iterations needed to reach a minimum varies with the size of the 

system (McCammon and Harvey, 1987; Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). The number of 

iterations can range from just a few for simple organic molecules (i.e. an anesthetic 

molecule) to many thousands for a large protein containing hundreds of residues. The 

number of iterations can be adjusted such that the minimization will not proceed past 

a certain number, but a more commonly employed and more accurate termination 

procedure is the application of proper convergence criteria in terms of the rms (root

mean-square) value (McCammon and Harvey, 1987). This number represents the atomic 

derivatives of the target function. The atomic derivatives of a molecule are proportional 

to the atomic coordinates, or the spatial location of each atom in the system (commonly, 

a Cartesian coordinate system). The further the system is from a minimum, the larger 

the computed atomic derivatives. A minimization has converged when the derivatives 

are very low or close to a value of zero. Depending upon the size of the molecule, a 

low «10 for large proteins) RMS value should be selected to ensure that a structure 

close to a minimized conformation is obtained (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). 
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Fig. 27: Minimization path following a Steepest-Descent Path (Reprinted with 

permission from Discover User Guide, Part 1, version 2.8, Copyright 1992, Biosym 

Technologies, Inc., San Diego). 

2.4.3.1 Steepest Descent 

In minimization by steepest descent, the target function is taken as the current 

derivative starting at an initial set of coordinates. Each calculation produces a gradient 

direction along the potential energy surface orthogonal to the previous gradient 

(McCammon and Harvey, 1987). As a consequence, the minimization pathway followed 

with a steepest descents minimizer is not a smooth, straight-line path; The direction 

tends to .oscillate prior to reaching a minimum (fig. 27). 
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The pathway followed with minimization by steepest descent is adjusted in tenns 

of sign; If a move results in a decrease in energy, the new structure is accepted and the 

process is repeated. If, however, the energy of the system increases, the previous 

structure is restored and a new direction is taken along the surface. In tenns of its 

application to large molecules and computation time. steepest descents minimization is 

the preferred method over the alternatives available in Discover (Discover Guides 2.8, 

1992). 

2.4.3.2 Conjugate Gradient 

The main drawback to minimization by steepest descents is each direction vector 

being orthogonal to the previous gradient. As noted, this tends to result in oscillatory 

behavior toward the convergence value. The conjugate gradient method, unlike steepest 

descents, utilizes infonnation from previous gradients in addition to the current gradient 

to locate a minimum. As a consequence, each calculation tends to be cumbersome since 

for each point along the energy surface, a complete set of possible directions is 

produced based on an initial set of coordinates. However, convergence is usually 

attained in a shorter amount of time with fewer fluctuations by the conjugate gradient 

method when compared to minimization by steepest descents. 
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This is the method of choice for small molecules with well-defined crystal 

coordinates. It is not recommended for larger systems, whose coordinates may not be 

as well defined or for partially built systems (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). 

-
2.4.3.3 Newton-Raphson 

The Newton-Raphson minimization method differs from the previous two since 

it uses not only the gradient, or first derivative, to identify a direction, but also uses the 

curvature of the function (second derivative) in order to predict where the function 

would tend to change direction. By using second-derivative information, minimization 

can be achieved in only a few calculations of the gradient and second derivative at each 

atomic coordinate (McCammon and Harvey, 1987; Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). As 

elegant as it appears, Newton-Raphson does have some drawbacks in its application to 

molecular modeling. For large-scale systems, the minimization process may become 

unstable, particularly when the potential forces are large but the curvature is small at 

a given point along the potential surface (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). An example may 

be where a point of steep repulsion due to large van der Waals forces is encountered. 

In such instances, a large step is computed (large gradient divided by a small curvature) 

which may overshoot a minimum and result in large divergence values. 
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Depending upon the type of system being evaluated, a proper minimization 

algorithm should be chosen. For the large multimeric enzymes analyzed for these 

studies the method of Steepest Descents was employed because it is the preferred 

minimization strategy for use with large-scale systems. 

To begin modeling studies of protein structure it is important to display the 

protein in a number of ways and observe its general folding patterns and atomic spatial 

geometry. A protein model can be rendered in a number of ways depending upon those 

particular features of the molecule believed to be important for emphasis. 

2.4.4 Graphics displays 

The computer graphics display of a molecule is not a physically "real" three 

dimensional form. Rather, the computer generates an image in such a way that it 

appears three-dimensional. In real-time graphics, the image is displayed in two slightly 

different forms which fluctuate with time. Time is thus used to represent the third· 

Cartesian dimensi~n. Another technique for simulating three-dimensional effects is 

intensity depth cueing; Parts of the molecule located "in front" closer to the viewer 

appear brighter than those located "in back". Stereo graphic displays are also possible 

in which two images are drawn side by side which can be mentally (or with the use of 

special glasses) merged to yield a three-dimensional effect. Holography, which may 
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potentially offer new possibilities for molecular graphic displays in the future, is yet 

another effective technique. Computer graphics systems including Silicon Graphics IRIS 

work stations comparable to that used in these studies presently combine real-time 

graphics, stereo graphics and depth cuing to produce effective three-dimensional images 
. 

(Richardson et al., 1992; Lesk, 1991)). 

The computer graphic display of a molecule in either the Builder or Docking 

modules of INSIGHT II can be rendered in a number of ways. 

Most traditional representations for molecules are either· stick figures 

emphasizing bonds or space-filling models which use spheres to represent atoms. 

Brass-rod or Ball-and stick models, also known as stick figures emphasize the 

bond connectivity of a molecule (Lesk, 1991). Atoms can be included as small balls 

with adjustable radii or not included in the display. These models are useful for 

observing large molecules such as proteins since the clarity of the peptide backbone and 

bonding patterns is readily apparent (Rao and Rossmann, 1973; Lesk, 1991). A ball and 

stick model consisting of only alpha (a.) carbons can be constructed for a protein in 

order to eliminate much of the clutter of numerous side chains. A sample a.-carbon plot 

of the minimized papain structure is provided in Appendix C. 

Plastic-ball or "CPK" models represent individual atoms as spherical balls. 

Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) models allow one to ascertain molecular volume. This can, 
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for example, provide valuable insights into the depth of an active site or allow one to 

ascertain its steric appropriateness or complementarity of fit to a ligand (Richardson, 

1985; Lesk, 1991). The problem with CPK, or space-filling, models is that exact 

bonding patterns are not as readily distinguishable as in ball-and-stick models (Lesk, 

-
1991). Bond distances and angles cannot be measured or adjusted with these models. 

The main advantage of CPK models is that the overall shape of a molecule can be 

easily characterized and one can obtain a physical "feel" for its bumps, constraints and 

degrees of freedom (Richardson et al., 1992). 

Ribbon schematics show the path of the polypeptide chain with symbols for 

rendering bond connectivity and relative atomic positions unambiguous. Secondary 

structure is normally included, with 0.- helices represented as spirals and ~-sheet 

segments depicted as arrows (Rao and Rossmann, 1973; Lesk, 1991). Color can also 

be used to distinguish different structural patterns. Like the stick models, ribbon 

diagrams can show the overall path of the polypeptide chain and afford higher clarity 

in terms of the display of intramolecular bonding patterns than CPK models. 

2.4.4.1 Anesthetic models 

From the Builder module of Discover, models of the three anesthetics (halothane, 

methoxyflurane and nitrous oxide) were constructed from' fragment libraries. 
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Adjustments in hydrogen bonding and potential states were made in a similar manner 

as was performed for the protein PDB structures. 

Once the anesthetic molecules were built, they were then minimized via Steepest 

Descents for purposes of obtaining minimal energy structures for further use in the 

Docking module. 

Ball-and-Stick and CPK (space-filling) models of the three minimized anesthetic 

structures are shown below (Fig. 28). Numerical results for minimization of the three 

anesthetic molecules by Steepest Descents can be found in 2.6.1 Anesthetic 

minimization results (Table. 5). 
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Halothane 

r 

Methoxyflurane Nitrous oxide 

Fig. 28: Anesthetic models: ball-and-stick (L) and CPK (R) 
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2.5 Docking anesthetics into active sites 

The minimized structures for the three anesthetic molecules were docked into 

enzyme active sites using the Docking module. 

The Docking module provided in the INSIGHTII molecular modeling package 

allows one to dock ligands into protein active sites (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). As a 

ligand moves into a minimal energy position within the active site of a protein, the 

energy of interaction (intermolecular energy) can be monitored. The ligands used for 

these studies were the anesthetic molecules: halothane, methoxyflurane and nitrous 

oxide. 

Within the Docking module, calculations of the nonbonded energies between two 

molecules can be performed. These calculations are particularly useful for monitoring 

the interactions between a ligand and a binding site on a protein. For these studies, 

intermolecular energy calculations were performed for the bonding between each of the 

three anesthetic molecules and the active sites of the five minimized enzyme structures. 

A total of 10 calculations were performed for each docking procedure (2.6.3 Ligand 

docking results Table. 7). 
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2.5.1 . Generating a docking grid 

Initially, an energy grid was created for each enzyme active site. Active sites of 

each protein were selected with the assumption that anesthetic molecules are binding 

to the active sites of proteins and not to any other protein regions (Le. through an 

allosteric mechanism). An energy or docking grid represents the potential energy of the 

active site at finite points in space (Discover Guides 2.8, 1992). Grid points were then 

computed, the number varying with the size of the site. The number of grid points 

varied from 432 points for papain to 3072 for hexokinase. A table (Table. 4) of the 

number of energy grid points computed for each protein is shown below: 

Protein No. Grid Points 

Papain 

Acetylcholinesterase 

Chymotrypsin 

Hexokinase 

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

432 

960 

880 

3072 

1344 

Table 4: Number of grid points used in generating a docking grid for the five proteins. 
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Following construction of the docking grids and the computation of 

intermolecular energies, visualization grids were constructed in order for solid contour 

maps to then be superimposed upon the active sites. If only numerical intermolecular 

energy data were desired (2.6.3 Ligand docking results. Table. 7), the visualization grid 

option could have been toggled off. Visualization grids are based on the dimensions 

(size of the active site) of the original docking grid. The two types of grids are 

distinguishable by color; the default is set for all visualization grids to be displayed in 

yellow and docking grids in white. All grids were stored along with coordinate data and 

minimization input and output data for each protein. 

2.5.2 Contouring the visualization grid 

The visualization grid for each protein was contoured in solid form (Discover 

Guides 2.8, 1992). The sites were converted to CPK models to facilitate observation of 

the topology of the contours with respect to atomic positions. Topological maps can 

also be rendered as wire net contours although visualization is not as straightforward 

(lines are indistinct at points) and such contours are not resolved to a point where they 

are reproducible with much accuracy on attached copiers. Sample contour plots of the 

papain active site and the site with halothane anesthetic are provided in Appendices E 

and F. 
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2.5.3 Intermolecular energy calculation 

The energy of interaction (intermolecular energy) between anesthetic molecules 

and protein active sites were computed by means of a docking grid (Discover Guides 

2.8, 1992). The ligand was docked with respect to each point on the grid until it 

reached a point of minimal (low RMS value) energy. The convergence value used for 

these calculations was 0.11 kcal/mol/A. This relatively low convergence criterion was 

used because it was anticipated that fewer iterations would be required to reach a 

minimal energy of interaction than would be needed for minimization of entire protein 

structures. Indeed the time required to compute the interaction energies was 

considerably less than that need to optimize the protein structures. Typically, each 

interaction energy calculation was completed within 1 hour while protein optimizations 

required days up to a week for their complethion. The calculation of interaction energies 

required less than 100 iterations per calculation compared to the thousands needed to 

optimize the proteins. Once intermolecular energy values were reached which were at 

or below the 0.11 kcallmoll A boundary, a series of 10 intermolecular energies were 

recorded (Table: 7). 
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2.6 Computational results 

2.6.1 Anesthetic minimization results 

Initial and final energies (in kcal) of the three anesthetic models built for these 

stUdies are shown below (Table: 5). 

Sample minimization input and output files for halothane are included in Appendix A. 

Anesthetic Initial Energy Final Energy 

(kcal) (kcal) 

Halothane 28.41 27.04 

Methoxyflurane 14.61 6.04 

Nitrous Oxide 8.66 -9.16 

Table 5: Initial and final energies for three anesthetics. 
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2.6.2 Protein minimization results 

Initial and final energies of each of the five proteins analyzed in these studies 

are tabulated below (Table. 6). 

Sample minimization input and output files for the acetylcholinesterase enzyme 

are included in Appendix B. 

Protein Initial Final 

Etotal(kcal) Etotal(kcal) 

Papain ;>100,000 2522 

Acety lcholinesterase 58412 3387 

Chymotrypsin 29387 6130 

Hexokinase A >100,000 13594 

Glyceraldehyde-3 phosphate >100,000 24482 , 

dehydrogenase 

Table 6: Initial and final energy statuses of five enzymes. 
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2.6.3 Intermolecular energy calculation 

The ligands selected for these studies consisted of three general anesthetics: 

halothane, methoxyflurane and nitrous oxide. Models (ball-and-stick and CPK) of the 

minimized structures were shown previously, 2.4.4 Graphics displays (Fi!!. 28). 

The 10 intermolecular energy values computed for the docking of each of the 

three anesthetic molecules (halothane, methoxyflurane and nitrous oxide) into the five 

enzyme active sites were averaged and the data are displayed below (Table. 7). 

Equilibrium constants (Keq) were calculated from the thermodynamic equation: 

t.G = -RTlogKeq• 

Protein· 

Papain 

Achase 

Chymotrypsin 

Anesthetic 

Halothane 

Methoxyflurane 

Nitrous Oxide 

Halothane 

Methoxyflurane 

Nitrous Oxide 

Halothane 

Intermolecular Energy 

(Kcal); n=lO 

-1.280 ± 0.015 

-1.460 ± 0.038 

0.043 ± 0.033 

-0.150 ± 0.009 

-0.150 ± 0.006 

0.190 ± 0.003 

-0.110 ± 0.001 . 

8.68 

11.76 

0.93 

1.29 

1.29 

0.73 

1.20 



Hexokinase 

G3PDH 

Methoxyflurane 

Nitrous Oxide 

Halothane 

Methoxyflurane 

Nitrous Oxide 

Halothane 

Methoxyflurane 

Nitrous Oxide 

-0.110 ± 0.010 

0.320 ± 0.004 

-0.120 ± 0.015 

0.120 ± 0.021 

0.018 ± 0.000 

-0.750 ± 0.010 

-0.460 ± 0.004 

-0.003 ± 0.000 

1.20 

0.58 

1.22 

0.82 

0.97 

3.55 

2.17 

1.01 
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*abbreviations: Achase = Acetylcholinesterase, G3PDH = Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

Table 7: Anesthetic-protein intermolecular energies 

2.7 Discuss,ion of computational results 

From the molecular docking procedures and intermolecular energy calculations 

of the five enzymes, it was noted that the most negative intermolecular energy values 

(those approaching or exceeding a value of -1 kcal) were obtained for the papain and 
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glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase-anesthetic interactions (Fig. 29). The 

interaction was strongest for papain. An effect of anesthetic on papain is therefore 

predicted from these studies. The interaction of halothane with glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase may be strong enough to predict an anesthetic effect for this 

protein as well. 

0.5...--------------------, 

Energy 

(kcal/mol) 

.1.5~--==-----------------I 
Papain Achasa Chymotrypsin Hexokinase G3PDH 

o halothane <:> melhoxyflurane - nitrous oxide 

Fig. 29: Plot of intermolecular energy between anesthetic and enzyme active site. 

Nitrous oxide did not exhibit a favorable binding interaction with any of the 

proteins studied. This may be due to the inherent dipole distribution of the nitrous oxide 

rendering it less hydrophobic than the two halogenated forms of anesthetic, halothane 

and methoxyflurane. It is therefore predicted that nitrous oxide would retain the lowest 
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potential of the three anesthetics for binding to an enzyme active site and effecting 

activity. 

Calculations for the halothane-protein and methoxyflurane-protein interactions 

are comparable. The halothane and methoxyflurane anesthetics would thus be expected 

to exhibit similar effects on protein activity. Structurally the two anesthetics are similar 

consisting of a straight aliphatic carbon chain with attached halogen atoms. 

Methoxyflurane is slightly more polar, having an oxygen atom situated within its main 

carbon chain. Polarity differences may account for differences in effects on protein 

function, as is believed to account for the results obtained with nitrous oxide. Steric 

factors may also explain any variability in the interaction between different anesthetic 

molecules and proteins. Methoxyflurane is larger than both halothane and nitrous oxide 

and perhaps it may be extruded from some binding sites (based on their size) which 

may bind anesthetic molecules but those of a smaller size. 

2.8 Modeling studies of bacterial luciferase 

Prior to the experimental (Chapter 3) and computational studies of the five 

enzyme systems, a series of molecular modeling studies of the bacterial luciferase 

enzyme were undertaken. These studies included optimization (steepest descent) 

calculations and calculations of the electrostatic potential of the enzyme active site with 

and without anesthetic. 
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For these studies, the molecular modeling program used was Hyperchem II for 

Windows (Autodesk, Inc., 1992). This is a program similar to Discover which can be 

run in a normal Microsoft Windows PC environment. Hyperchem allows one to build, 

rotate and scale molecules, including PDB structures, in the workspace and includes 

program modules for performing semi-empirical calculations and plotting electrostatic 

potential two dimensional contours and total electron spin and charge densities. 

2.8.1 Description of the active site model 

A Hyperchem-generated, partially folded model of the active a. subunit of 

bacterial luciferase (V. Harveyi) was produced by R. Beltra (R. Beltra studies, 1992). 

The basic model was built from N to C tenninus from the Hyperchem amino acid 

template library included in the BUILD subprogram. Amino acid sequence and 

predicted secondary structural data were later incorporated into the model (Cohn DH 

et ai., 1985 and Johnston et ai., 1986). To complete the model, reduced flavin 

(FMNH2) and dec anal substrates were inserted at their binding sites near the cysteine 

106 by Steepest Descent energy minimization. A Hyperchem model of the complete 

a. subunit is shown below (Fig. 30). 
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Fig. 30: Model of the a. subunit of bacterial luciferase with active center labelled. 

All models described in this section were constructed with the Hyperchem program 

(HyperChem Release 2 for Windows, 1992; Autodesk, Inc., 2320 Marinship Way, 

Sausalito, CA 94965). 

A magnified view of the a. subunit active region, including the substrate and 

flavin binding sites and cysteine 106 is shown below (Fig. 31). 
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Fig. 31: En1argemen~ of active site region of a. subunit with flavin, active cysteine (Cys 

106) and aldehyde/anesthetic binding sites labelled. 

In order to analyze the electrostatic potential due to the electronic charge 

distribution of the a. subunit in the active site region and how it may be altered in the 

presence of anesthetic, a number of CNDO/2 semi-empirical calculations were 

performed for the active site and the output displayed as electrostatic potential contours 

(Pople and Segal, 1966). Parameters for hydrogen bonding and atomic potentials were 

set for all atoms in the model (in a manner similar to that discussed previously: 2.4.2. 

Structural adjustments) before beginning each calculation. Explicit water molecules 

were not included (although the coordinates were defined for the model) due to time 

constraints. A total of 11 anesthetic models plus a convulsant model (indoklon) were 
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inserted in the region through sequential replacement of coordinates for the aldehyde 

substrate (decanal). Because it is believed that anesthetics compete with aldehyde for 

luciferase binding (Adey et ai., 1976), dec anal was completely deleted from the region 

and replaced with anesthetic for each calculation. 

2.8.2 Electrostatic potential calculations 

Electrostatic contour maps for the region with decanal, without decanal (vacant 

form) and with chloroform anesthetic (10 additional plots not shown) are depicted in 

Figs. 32-34. A plot of the site with halothane anesthetic was not done since coordinate 

data for bromine atoms render Hyperchem calculations incompatible with available 

hardware and software systems. 
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'I. 

Fig. 32: Electrostatic potential map of bacterial luciferase active center with aldehyde. 

For all Hyperchem potential maps, solid contour lines are electronegative regions and 

da~hed lines are electropositive regions. 

Fig. 33: Electrostatic potential map ofbacterialluciferase active center without aldehyde 

("vacant"). 
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Fig. 34: Electrostatic potential map ofbacterialluciferase active center with chloroform. 

Each electrostatic potential map consisted of up to 50 isopotential contour levels 

projected onto the molecule in two dimensions, each level depicted as either a solid or 

a dashed line. The circles in the center of each figure are electronegativity contour lines. 

A solid contour represents a region of high electronegativity, while a dashed contour 

represents a region of low electronegativity. The separation between two adjacent 

contour levels corresponds to a potential difference of 0.52 electron volts (eV). 

Quantitative values for voltage gradients were derived from the maps by computing the 

number of 0.52 eV potential contours between regions of high and low 

electronegativity. 
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Results have shown that upon replacement of decanal with each of the eleven 

anesthetic molecules, the number of contour lines evident in the region was drastically 

reduced from approximately seven solid contours to a single contour line in the 

"vacant" and anesthetic-bound states (Figs. 33 and 34). This substantial change in the 

luciferase active site potential was also corroborated by the numerical values obtained 

for the energy gradients; i.e. an RMS value of 2639 Kcal/mol/ A for the site + decanal 

and 194 kcal/moll A for the site + chloroform. Including the convulsant molecule in the 

region rendered the site higher in energy (RMS = 1680 kcal/mol/ A), producing a higher 

electrostatic potential (10.40 e V) for the region. 

The table below (Table: 10) shows the electrostatic potentials and energy 

gradients calculated for the bacterial luciferase active center under various conditions 

(in the presence or absence of anesthetic). 

Acu\'C Cealer RepolUl EleClrOlIODC I EOClE!" Gndl ... 
Caawaon POIe.DalleV); ("cal/mol/A) 

iaa-caseD' • OJ2 cV 

YlCI.D' OJ2 I lU 

aldelmlc 10.40 I 2619 I 
cblaro(orm OJI I 19' 

caJlunAC OJ2 I 199 

u:?OOun.ac OJI I In 

cvdoanIIIaac 1.D4 I %0] 

dlcllnl clller OJI I 199 

isOaW2DC IJ6 I 194 

aicrous GIlda IJ6 I 191 

mctholYiJW2DC OJI I m 
ctJrrtcac 2.0& I :10 

cndllorocllrtlcDO 1J6 I 19\ 

clhaaal IJ)4 I 19\ 

lIIdaldoD (colMllsaml II.lO I 1610 

Table 8: Regional electrostatic potentials and energy gradients for bacterial luciferase 

active center. 
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2.8.3 Discussion of bacterial luciferase studies 

Several mechanisms may account for a change in the charge state of luciferase 

in the presence of anesthetic. A reduction in the energy of the luciferase active region 

in the presence of anesthetic could indicate a dispersal of electric charge which may 

occur due to anesthetic effecting a general inhibition of electron mobility in the area. 

It may also represent a reduction in the total activity of the protein, rendering the active 

site non-reactive and retaining very little or no capacity to participate in 

bioluminescence reactions. For these studies, anesthetics were assumed to bind to the 

active site region of the protein in a non-specific manner. Whether anesthetics actually 

function in this manner has yet to be determined. However assuming the assumptions 

hold, the Hyperchem studies of the luciferase active site have served to lend support to 

the hypothesis that anesthetics may be acting to inhibit the responsiveness and activity 

of proteins. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Studies of Protein-Anesthetic Interactions 

3.1 Introduction 

For the purposes of experimentally testing the anesthetic sensitivity of the five 

enzymes examined in the computational portion of these studies: papain, 

acetylcholinesterase, chymotrypsin, hexokinase and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase, a series of spectrophotometric assays was undertaken. A basic 

description of the instrumentation and background to these studies is included in 

Appendix H. 

Spectrophotometric assays allow one to measure the activity of an enzyme 

preparation in terms of its reaction rate. By this technique, valuable kinetic data can be 

obtained which may provide information concerning a reaction mechanism including: 

if any intermediates may be formed during a reaction, the relative affinity of an enzyme 

for a specific substrate, whether the reaction can be inhibited or stimulated and the 

stereospecificity (D vs L isomer) of the reaction. Important conclusions may be reached 

concerning the nature of an enzyme-substrate complex, whether it is stable (Le. with 

respect to pH) or is a transient species. The effects of pH, temperature, heavy metals 

or other factors may also be monitored with regard to the reaction rate (Assendelft, 

1970). 

If general anesthetic agents such as halothane can act directly on a membrane

free enzyme system to effect its overall function, spectrophotometry provides a valuable 

means of identifying such activity changes as a function of changes in absorbance. 
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3.2 Experimental methods 

Two sets of enzyme assays were performed for each of the five enzymes 

systems. The first series was performed at saturating levels of substrate (Km>S) and the 

second series was conducted at various substrate concentrations, including those 

spanning the Km of the particular enzyme. These data were used to generate a 

substrate-activity curve from which any competitive-type inhibition (Km) effects of 

anesthetic could be assessed. 

For all assays, the anesthetic agent used was halothane. The primary control was 

the blank to which no gases were added. Heptane, a volatile gas having no measurable 

anesthetic properties was used as a second control. Halothane and heptane solutions 

were prepared from the standard buffers prepared for each assay. Temperature was kept 

at 25 °e or 37 °e. For the first set of experiments, gases were delivered to the 

enzyme/substrate test solution through direct pipetting and subsequent mixing into a 

sealed (parafilm coated) square cuvette (pathlength = 1 cm). Measurements were taken 

on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 3B spectrophotometer. Absorbance readings (units/min) 

were recorded as a function of time on a strip-chart recorder with an adjustable chart 

speed. Enzyme rates were measured as relative activity rates and calculated as the 

slope (AOD/min) of the absorbance vs time (min) lines. Assays were run in duplicate 

with and without anesthetic or heptane gases. These were then converted to percent 

control 1 (percent control of the blank or reference cuvette). 
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For the second series of experiments volatile gas solutions were mixed with 

enzyme and substrate solutions and immediately assayed for absolute absorbance units 

using the kinetics function of the Spectrophotometer 2000. Graphs of enzyme activity 

versus substrate concentration -(range of 7 fold dilutions) were constructed for the 

purposes of observing Michaelis-Menten (i.e. Km, Vmax) effects. Absorbances were 

recorded at various time points spanning the linear portion of the absorbance vs time 

curve. These were then averaged and converted to enzyme activity units. Multiple 

assays were performed at each substrate concentration with and without added 

anesthetic. 

Procedures for both sets of protein assays are shown on the following pages. A 

general discussion of results follows at the end of the chapter (3.4 Discussion of 

experimental results). 

In Appendix G (Experimental Protocols), an outline of all chemical agents used 

(enzyme solution, substrate solution, etc.) for each enzyme assay is provided. A brief 

description of each enzyme, including its origin and catalytic mechanism is also 

included. 

-see Appendix G for further details and reference citations. 



Acetylcholinesterase Assay 

Procedure 1: 
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To 0.054 ml NaCI solution add 0.054 ml substrate. Add 0.525 ml of m

nitrophenol indicator. Final substrate concentration = 80.76 mM. Start reaction by 

addition of 0.054 ml (27 units; 504 units/lml enzyme) cholinesterase. For halothane and 

heptane addition, add halothanelheptane in 10% ddH20 for a volume of 0.75 ml. 

Measure absorbance of m-nitrophenol indicator at 410 run. 

Procedure 2: 

Dissolve 750 mg of acetylcholine chloride substrate in 5 ml ddH20 (1.03 mM) 

and set up serial dilutions of substrate. Add 100 ILl substrate from each dilution to 800 

ILl of the m-nitrophenollNaCI buffer solution for each assay. Note that substrate 

concentrations (x axis) are expressed as relative concentrations (lldilution factor). For 

all assays, the following formula can be used to convert from relative to absolute 

substrate concentrations in ILmollml: (x mg/ml + dilution factor) x 1000 x [substrate 

volume (ml) /total volume per assay (ml] + MW. 

Start each assay by the addition of 100 ILl acetylcholinesterase (50 units). Record 

at 410 run for six time points at 25°C to obtain a final enzyme activity at each 

dilution. Repeat experiments interspersing halothanelheptane saturated NaClIm

nitrophenol buffer. Construct substrate-activity curve to compare enzyme kinetics in the 

presence and absence of halothane anesthetic. 



Papain Assay 

Procedure 1: 
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To 1.42 ml Phosphate buffer (200 mM), add 75 III substrate (15 mM). Start 

reaction by adding 3 III enzyme (3 units). Replace buffer with buffer saturated with 

10% 1. heptane 2. halothane. Measure absorbance increase (410 nm) of p-nitroaniline, 

the chromogenic product at 25°C. 

Procedure 2: 

To 950 III Phosphate buffer (200 mM), add 50 III p-nitroanilide substrate (65.2 

mglml) and 30 III enzyme (1 unit/Ill). Replace buffer with buffer saturated with 

halothane gas and measure activity at 410 nm and 37°C. 

a-Chymotrypsin Assay 

Procedure 1: 

Replace phosphate buffer with Hepes (40 mM; pH = 7.8). To 1 ml Hepes, add 

5 III substrate. Start reaction by adding 85 III enzyme (10 units). Replace 1 ml buffer 

with buffer saturated with 10% 1. heptane 2. halothane. Measure absorbance increase 

at 25°C (400 nm) as a function of p-nitrophenol accumulation, product of p-nitrophenyl 

acetate hydrolysis. 

Procedure 2: 

Prepare substrate solution of 113 mg/ml p-nitrophenyl acetate in DMSO (624 

mM) and set up serial dilutions of substrate in DMSO. Add 10 III substrate from each 
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dilution to 980 p,l of Hepes buffer solution (40 mM; pH = 7.8) for each assay. 

Start each assay by the addition of 10 p,l chymotrypsin (47 units/mg protein or 

117.6 units/ml). Record at 400 nm for ten time points at 37°C to obtain a final enzyme 

activity at each dilution. Repeat experiments interspersing halothanelheptane saturated 

buffer. Construct substrate-activity curve and compare kinetics in the presence and 

absence of halothane anesthetic. 

Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase Assay 

Procedure 1: 

Prepare phosphate buffer (Na2HP04 + cysteine + arsenate) solution (100 mM; 

pH = 8.5) and buffer solution + halothanelheptane in sealed tubes. Add 8 mg NAD and 

wait at least 10 minutes before adding enzyme (1 unitl20 p,l). For assay, add 100 p,l 

enzyme solution to 1-1.5 ml cuvette. Add 2 p,l glyceraldehyde -3-phosphate substrate 

solution. Monitor absorbance increase (formation of NADH) at 340 nm. 

Procedure 2: 

Prepare substrate solution of 17 mg/ml glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate in phosphate 

buffer and proceed with serial dilutions. Add 30 p,l substrate from each dilution to 950 

p,l of buffer solution for each assay. 

Start each assay by the addition of 20 p,l glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (50 units/ml). Record at 340 nm for three time points at 37°C to obtain 

a final enzyme activity at each dilution. Repeat experiments interspersing 
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halothane/heptane saturated buffer. Construct substrate-activity and inverse plots to 

compare kinetics in the presence and absence of halothane anesthetic. 

Hexokinase Assay 

Procedure 1: 

Set up the two coupled reactions for assay; G6PDH reaction: Add 1 1-'1 glucose 

(1 M) and 1.2 mg NADP (0.15 mM) to 301-'1 G6PDH and monitor absorbance (increase 

in NADPH) of G6PDH reaction. Hexokinase reaction: Add 10 III of ATP (30 mglml) 

to 1 1-'1 hexokinase in 989 1-'1 lOx buffer. Replace buffer with buffer saturated with 1. 

heptane and 2. halothane. Measure absorbance increase at 360 run and 25°C. 

Procedure 2: 

Prepare enzyme solution (hexokinase- 280 Vlml and glucose-6-phosphate 

dehydrogenase- 10 Vlml) in buffer. Add 50 1-'1 enzyme solution to 20 1-'1 of 80 mg/ml 

ATP and 25 mg/ml NADP. Vse 920 1-'1 Tris-HCl buffer (total volume = 1 ml) per assay. 

Add 10 1-'1 glucose to solution mix and measure absorbance at 360 run and 25°C. 

3.3 Experime,ntal results 

The substrate-activity graphs for the five enzyme systems evaluated in these 

studies are shown below. Mean enzyme activities in the presence of halothane and 

heptane are shown in Tables 9 and 10 at the end of this section. 
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Effect of Halothane on Activity of Acetylcholinesterase 
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Fig:. 35: Substrate-activity graph for acetylcholinesterase. 
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Fig. 36: Substrate-activity graph for a-chymotrypsin. Enzyme activities in the presence 

of halothane are represented as closed circles and those in the absence of halothane are 

represented as open circles. 
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Fig. 37 : Lineweaver-Burk and substrate-activity graphs for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase. 
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Fig. 38: Substrate-activity graph for hexokinase. Enzyme activities in the absence of 

halothane are represented by closed circles and those in the presence of halothane are 

represented as the open circles. 
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Fig. 39: Substrate-activity graphs and Lineweaver-Burk plots for papain. Enzyme 

activities in the absence of halothane are represented by open circles and those in the 

presence of halothane are represented as closed circles. 
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Enzyme Heptane !1 Halothane !1 

Acetylcholinesterase 119.5 +/-21 2 90.9 +/-20 4 

a.-Chymotrypsin 107.0 +/-33 2 90.8 +/-17 6 

Glyceraldehyde-3 

Phosphate 91.0 +/-6 2 84.0 +/-10 3 

Dehydrogenase 

Hexokinase 42.5 +/-19 2 87.0 +/-26 4 

Papain 151.5 +/-21 2 49.3 +/-13 4 

Table 9: Enzyme Activities (% control) in the presence of halothane and heptane at 

saturating levels of substrate. Activities are expressed as mean values ± SD and the 

number of data points (n) are included. 
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Enzyme Heptane n Halothane n 

Acetylcholinesterase 142.2 +/-5 2 90.5 +/-12 4 

a.-Chymotrypsin n.a. 

Glyceraldehyde-3- n.a. 84.2 +/-4 2 

Phosphate Dehydrogenase 

Hexokinase n.a. 85.0 +/-20 2 

·Papain n.a. 65.5 +/-15 2 

• Km taken at 112 maximum relative activity. 

Table 10: Enzyme activities (%control) in the presence of halothane and heptane at 

substrate levels approximating the Km of the enzyme. Activities are expressed as mean 

values ± SD and the number of data points (n) are included. 
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3.4 Discussion of experimental results 

For these studies, the activity of acetylcholinesterase was found to be unchanged 

by the presence of halothane anesthetic. From the substrate-activity curve for 

acetylcholinesterase (Fig. 35), an increase in Km in the presence of halothane was not 

observed indicating that any interaction between anesthetic and enzyme could not be 

competitive. Interestingly, Vmax was lowered in the presence of anesthetic which may 

indicate a form of inhibition, although if enzyme inhibition does ultimately occur a 

competitive type of inhibition can be excluded. 

The kinetics observed for a.-chymotrypsin was apparently non Michaelis-Menten 

and therefore an accurate Km value for this enzyme could not be obtained (Fig. 36). 

However, it was readily observed that overall enzyme activity was not significantly 

effected by anesthetic. 

The activity of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase was slightly 

diminished by the presence of anesthetic with a small, although not significant increase 

in the Km apparent from the Lineweaver-Burk plot (Fig. 37). The enzyme mayor may 

no be inhibite~ by anesthetic beyond normal experimental standard error. 

Overall hexokinase activity was unaffected by anesthetic. Plots of substrate 

concentration versus activity in the presence and absence of anesthetic were nearly 

identical (Fig. 38). 

From the data and the graphs, the enzyme which appeared to be most affected 
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by anesthetic was papam. At saturating levels, papam activity in the presence of 

halothane was diminished by nearly 50% of controls and at substrate concentrations half 

maximal activity was inhibited by 34% relative to controls (Tables. 9 and 10). From the 

activity-concentration graph (Fig. 39), a diminished activity can be observed at all 

substrate concentrations with differences more notable at higher substrate 

concentrations. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion and Consclusions 

Many theories involving anesthetic partitioning into the lipid component 

of cell membranes have been elaborated upon over the years. However, beginning with 

research on isolated protein systems, including work with an enzyme involved in 

bioluminescence (luciferase), many now believe the main target site of anesthetic action 

is protein. The studies described herein were aimed at examining potential anesthetic

protein interactions. 

Luciferase has been of immense value in studies of anesthetic-protein 

interactions because one of the products of the reaction it catalyzes is blue-green light. 

The degree of light output from a bacterium or firefly is an easily quantifiable end

product of enzyme activity. The light output from the luciferase reactions has been 

shown to be dramatically reduced upon exposure to anesthetic agents at clinical levels 

(Adey et al., 1976; Franks and Lieb, 1984). Enzyme activity was noted to correlate with 

anesthetic activity in mammals (including man) over a 100,000 range of anesthetic 

potencies (Franks and Lieb, 1986). Anesthetics are known to compete with the aldehyde 

substrate indicative of a common binding site (Dickinson, Franks and Lieb, 1993; 

Franks and Lieb, 1986). 

For the purposes of gaining insights as to what aspects of mechanism may be 

occurring at the level of the luciferase active site to confer an anesthetic sensitivity, the 

Kosower mechanism (1980) was examined. A reactive thiol group (Cys 106) of the 
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protein is believed to participate in electron transfer reactions within the active site. 

When Cys 106 was alkylated (Nicoli, 1980) the enzyme would no longer function. The 

inhibition was found to improve upon addition of sequential methylene groups to the 

maleimide alkylating agent. This kind of specificity repesents a hydrophobic interaction. 

Since globular proteins are known to contain discrete pockets rich in hydrophobic 

amino acid residues, these pockets are believed to provide ideal sites for anesthetic 

interaction. 

In these studies, the bacterial luciferase enzyme was studied with respect to the 

electrostatic potential of the active site. Hyperchem (Auto desk, 1992), a molecular 

modeling package, was used to conduct semi-empirical (CNDO) calculations of the 

electrostatic potentials and contour plots were constructed to illustrate charge properties 

of the site with and without anesthetic. Differences were noted with respect to the 

number of isopotential contour lines (field gradient) and the convergence value (rms 

gradient) when the active site itself was minimized and when it was minimized in the 

presence of a series of anesthetic molecules. According to the Kosower mechanism, the 

critical step of electron (and H+) transfer from the reactive thiol group of the protein 

to the aldehyde derived peroxyl species does not occur when anesthetic is present. 

Without electron '·transfer, one would not predict a redistribution of electric charge to 

occur thus the potential reactivity (leading to the highly reactive emitter molecule) of 

the site would remain unchanged. The thiol group (Cys 106) of the luciferase enzyme 

is thus believed to be a major factor, contributing to the protein's overall function. A 
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reactive thiol may actually be a main component in determining anesthetic sensitivity. 

An aldehyde substrate, similar to that required by luciferase, may also be important in 

conferring anesthetic sensitivity. 

To further study potentia1 protein-anesthetic interactions, a series of studies was 

undertaken using the molecular graphics program INSIGHTII on a Silicon Graphics Iris 

workstation. All five protein structures were derived from the Brookhaven National 

Databank (PDB structures). Structures were minimized with Steepest Descents and a 

docking procedure was used to bind the three general anesthetic "ligands" to the enzyme 

active sites. A series of 10 intermolecular energy calculations were performed for each 

proteinltarget- anesthetic/ligand interaction. Energy docking grids were constructed for 

each protein active site and solid contour plots were constructed by means of 

visualization grids. 

The computational data was assessed with negative energies of interaction 

(approx -1.0) indicating a potential binding affinity. Two proteins were found to have 

negative energies of interaction with respect to halothane anesthetic: papain: -1.28 kcal 

and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH): -0.75 kcal. 

Spectrophotometric analyses of the five enzyme systems revealed an anesthetic 

sensitivity for papain and, to a small extent, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 

The other three enzymes: acetylcholinesterase, chymotrypsin and hexokinase were found 

to be insensitive to anesthetic based on enzyme activity measurements. 

Papain can be classifed as a thiol protease (see description in Appendix G) and 
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like all thiol proteases including bromain and actinidin, it contains a reactive thiol 

group. Luciferase also has a reactive thiol group which may actually be'involved in the 

catalytic mechanism of the bioluminescence reaction (Kosower, 1980). A reactive thiol 

group may therefore be a critical factor required for a protein to display an anesthetic 

sensitivity. An aldehyde substrate (Le. glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, decanal) may also 

be important in conferring anesthetic sensitivity to a protein. 

These studies have proven valuable in assessing protein-anesthetic interactions. 

Whether anesthetic-sensitive proteins can respond directly to anesthetic molecules or 

require the interaction of a surrounding lipid environment remains unknown. These 

studies have served to support the theory that protein, whether indirectly or directly, can 

be a potential target site of anesthesia. The notion that a protein can function as the 

primary biological target of general anesthesia is supported by the fact that all of the 

enzymes analyzed in these studies as well as the luciferase group of enzymes are all 

purified systems. Work with purified enzymes aids in eliminating any possible indirect 

effects of surrounding lipid molecules. However, although a membrane protein may be 

intrinsically sensitive to anesthetic, it may normally respond to anesthetic through a 

lipid mediator, perhaps more efficiently than if it were the primary target site. Thus 

there exists the possibility that an anesthetic sensitive protein may respond both directly 

and indirectly to anesthetic molecules. 

A cellular receptor is a likely target of anesthetic molecules since it is known 

that cellular receptors can serve to efficiently transduce an extracellular signal into a 
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whole array of intracellular processes leading to gross physiological changes. As was 

discussed earlier, one of these physiological end-states may include the state of general 

anesthesia. Further studies in this relatively new field may reveal the presence of an 

anesthetic sensitivity protein, possibly a neural protein, which may be required to 

sustain cognitive awareness. It may also require an aldehyde or anesthetic-like substrate 

and undergo reactions involving a reactive thiol group (Kosower mechanism) at its 

active site. If such a protein is discovered, it would be an interesting task to note if any 

correlations exist between its catalytic mechanism or structure and those of other 

anesthetic sensitive protein systems. Perhaps future studies will reveal an entire class 

of anesthetic sensitive proteins, the structures of which would aid in the development 

of highly specific anesthetic agents with fewer side-effects. The significance of such a 

discovery in terms of new drug developments for clinical applications would be 

Immense. Perhaps the mechanism of anesthesia will one day be understood at the 

molecular level. This may prove to be the first step needed to begin understanding 

precisely how anesthetics exert their effects. 
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Chapter 5: Appendices 
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Appendix A: 

Sample anesthetic minimization input and output files 



INPUT F:LE FOR DISCOVER GENERATED BY INS:GHT 

overlap = 0.01 

begin simulation 
acd-automatic bond torsion valence out-of-plane 

reduce 

set d~electric = 1.000000 

Minim:'::e 

end 

no cross terms 
no morse 
for 500 iterations 
using steep descents 
ur.:il the maximum derivative is less chan O.OOl:JOOOO kcaliA 
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DISCOVER Molecular S:~ulation Program. V. 
Date: 21-Dec-94 :~~e: 11:36:06 

....••.•.......•••.....•••.•...........•••..•...•••......•......•..•••.••.••...• 
"Line 
"Line 
"Line 

1 
2 
3 

INPUT FILE FOR DISCOVER GENERATED BY INSIGH7 • • • ..•.••.••..•••••.•.....••................... ~ ......... ...•.....•...........••..• 
"Line 4 overlap = 0.01 • ...••••••.•••••••••....••••....•...•...•.......•••.......•........••..•......•.• ....•.••...••••..••..••...••.............•...•..•.•......•.....••......•..•.•.•• 
'tine 
'Line 

5 
6 

begin simulation 
add-automat~c bond torsion valence out-~f-plane • • ......••......••••...•...•...................•.....•.....•...................•.• 

Force Field parameters will be selected from the force field :ibrary. 

The Binary Force Field used is : 
Igl/biosym/230/irix405_r3/biosym_lib/cvff.bin 

The Binary File was generated from a text file containing t~e following version. 
cvff.frc 3.0 29-Jul-93 

FORCE FIELD INPUT OPTIONS 
===~=a~================== 

potential data options 
default updated 

cutoff 0.10E+33 0.10E+33 non-bond neighbor list - all res~cues within cutoff d. 
cutdis 0.10E+33 0.10E+33 non-bond energy cutoff distance - interactions greate. 
swtdis O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO switch distance the distance over which the switching. 

Cross term energies will be incl~ded. 
~ morse potential will be used for bond energies. 

non-bond switching function: lower bound 0.100000E+07 u?per bound 0.100000E. 

coordinate file title: input :ile for discover 
[DATE Wed Dec 21 11:36:04 1994 

for molecule 
residue names: 

1 no. of residues read~ 1 no. of atoms read 

ETHL 1 

~~ OF INPUT: no. of molecules read 1 

total no. atoms 3 limit 25000 
total no. groups 1 limit 8000 
total no. residues limit 7500 
total no. molecules limit 7500 
total no. bonds 7 limit 30000 
total no. valence angles 12 limit 50000 
total no. torsion angles 9 limit 75000 
total no. out of planes 0 limit 7500 
total no. theta"theca angles 2~ limit 87500 

• 

8 
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total no. excluded atoms 56 limit 325':;0 

The following protocol will be used Eor parametc~ assig~~ents: 

type non-automatically 
only 

bond 
valence 
torsion 
out-of-plane
cross-term CONT 

1st non-automa:ica~ly 
!:!len automatical:,' 

STOP 
STOP 
STOP 
STOP 

automatically 
only 

If ·STOp· is specified. !:~e ?~ogr~ will StOP ~hen pa~a~ecers for an 
internal are not found in :he library. If ·CC~T· is s~ecified. the 
program will selecc a value of zero for the pa~amece~ and continue. 

The following cable summa~izes the number of in:e:ac:ions for which parameter. 
were either found explici:ly ~n the force fie:d fi:e. a~:omacically generate. 
from bond order information. or sec co ze~o if nc: avai:able. Each of the majo. 
classes of inceractions is repo~:ed separately. A de:ai:ed liscing of all the 
interactions requiring auto~atically gene~aced pa~ame:e~s ~as been printed in • 
separace file. The default name of the file is ·:na~e·.?~ (logical unit 1) . . ------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

30NO 'IALE.'1CE 'rO"S!C:: OUT-OF- ANGLE" ANGLE • 
L~G~HS ANGLES .~:G~ES ?:ANES CROSS TERMS • 

Available explicicly 
Assigned aucomacically 
Sec co zero 

7 
o 
o 

8 
4 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

24 

• • • • 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

Warning: 4 Incerac:ion ?aramecers were Assi~ed A~:omacically. 

A decailed liscing of the paramecer assi;n=en:s resides in che 
.prm file . •••••••••••.•.....•.••.•••..•.......•......•••..............•••.•••..••........ 

••••..•••.•••.......••.•.........•.....•....•.•.................•......•....•.. 
Warning: 24 Inceraccion Paramecers were se: := Zero. 

A detailed listing of the paramecer ass~;~_~en:s resides in che 
.prm file . •••......••••..••.•.••••••..••........•..••.••..............•...•...••••.•••..• 

cocal cime for syscem input and conneccivicy genera~i=n 0.11000 secs 

Inpuc file assignmencs: 

File type 

coordinate -- assigned excernally. 
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molecular daca 
force field 
rescarc 
t.emplace 

assigned ext.ernally. 
assigned ext.ernally. 
assigned ext.ernally. 
assigned excernally. 

The random number seed is 63611. 

•..........•..•••..•....•.......................•......••.....•.••••••••.••••..• 
"[.ine 
• [.ine 

7 
a 

reduce • 
t .......•.....••••................••......... ~ ....••... .•........•...•••.•••••..• 

• [.ine 9 sec dielect.~ic = 1.00000C • .........•••••.•••......••.......•.....................•.........•••.••...•..•.• 
A scalar dieleccric cons can: of :.~OOO is being used 

.........•..•.••••..•.••.....•................................•....••..•••••••.• 
• [.ine 10 
·[.ine 11 
"~ine l2 

t 

• • .•..........••..••.••...•........................•..............•.....••.••.•••• 
"[.ine 13 Minimize t 
·[.ine 14 no c~oss t.erms • 'Line 15 no morse • 
"[.ine 16 for 500 it.eracions • ·[.ine 17 using sceep descencs • ·[.ine 1B unt.il :he maximum derivacive is less :~an 0.001000000 kcalt ..•.......•••..•.......•......••.••..............................••..••••....•.• 

MINIMIZATION 

Minimizer selecced: Steepesc Descent.s. 
Number of sceps: 500 
Maximum derivat.ive: 0.100E-02 
A harmonic pot.encial will be used for bond ene~;ies. 
Cross cerm energies will not. be included. 

Stat.us 3efore Minimizat.ion 
========================== 

Init.ial Energies 

t.ot.al energy componencs for: inpuc file for discover 

28.410417 kcal=t.ot.al energy 

1.025421 kcal=bond energy 
0.942025 kcal=cheta energy 
0.000000 kcal=phi energy 
0.000000 kcal=out. of plane energy 
0.000000 kcal=bond"bond energy 
0.000000 kcal=bond"thet.a energy 
O.OQOOOO kcal=t.heca·t.heca ene~gy 
0.000000 kcal=bond"phi energy 
0.000000 kcal=:het.a"phi energy 
0.000000 kcal=~het.a"t.heca·phi energy 
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~.oooooo kcal=bond'bond (1-3) energy 
0.000000 kcal=op'op energy 
0.000000 kcal=phi'phi ener~/ 
0.000000 kcal=hydrogen-bond energy 
:.603526 kcal=nonbond ener~/ 
4.544736 kcal=non-bond repulsion energy 

-2.941210 kcal=non-bond dispersio~ energy 
24.839445 kcal=coulornb ener~/ 

0.000000 kcal=forcing potential; this cont:ibution 
has been subtracted fro~ the tota: energy 

Initial Derivative Su~ry 

Atom Residue Molecul.e De:ivative I~cal/mole-Angst:orn' 
Name ~ame No. Nurnbe: 

-------- --------
Min: 9Rll ::':'Ht. 1 
Max: C1 ::THt. 1 

Average absolute derivative 
Stand. dev. of abs. deriv. 
RMS derivative 

1 
1 

dv/cix 
------------

:: .227372 
-21..96 .. 916 

7.4252759 
6.1507992 
9.5419';23 

Starting minimization using Steepest Descer.: 

No~al completion of Steepest Jescent 

The maximum derivative c:ite:ia used was: 
The maximum derivative achieved is: 

dV/dy 
------------

-3.951890 
::.080083 

0.00100 
0.00093 

dV/d: 
------------

:.155744 
:5.390100 

336 iterations took 459 energy evaluatio~s and 0.710 secs. 
Time per energy evaluation is 0.002 

Status After Minimization 
========================= 

Final ::nergies 

total energy components for: input file :or discover 

27.039932 kcal=total energy 

0.222631 kcal=bond energy 
1.440316 kcal=theta energy 
0.000946 kcal=phi energy 
0.000000 kcal=out of plane energy 
0.000000 kcal=bond"bond ene:gy 
0.000000 kcal=bond':heta energy 
0.000000 kcal=theta-:heta energy 
0.000000 kcal=bond"phi energy 
0.000000 kca1=theta'phi energy 
0.000000 kcal=theta-theta"phi energy 
0.000000 kca1=bond"bond (1-3) energy 
0.000000 kcal=op"op energy 
0.000000 kcal=phi"phi ene:gy 
0.000000 kcal=hydrogen-bond energy 
0.996475 kcal=nonbond ene:gy 
3.656400 kcal=non-bond repUlsion energy 
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-2.659924 kcal=nor.-bond dispersion energy 
24.379564 kcal=cou~omb energy 

0.000000 kcal=forcing pocencial: chis concribucion 
has beer. subcracted from the tocal energy 

Final Derivative S~~ry 

Atom Residue Molec:.:le Derivative (kcal/mole-Angstr?ml 
Name Name No. Number 

._------ ------ .. -
Min: Cl E'!'HL 1 
Max: C2 E:'HL 1 

nverage absolu~e derivative 
Stand. dev. of abs. deriv. 
RMS derivative 

1 
1 

dv/dx dV/dy dV/d: 

-0.000039 
0.000084 

0.0002586 
0.0002385 
0.0003518 

0.000253 
-0.000929 

-0.000025 
-0.000099 

.......•.•.•....•...•.•••.•.............••...••.......•.•....................•.• 
"Line 19 • 
"Line 20 • ......•.••••...••..••••••.••..•••••.•.•••...•.....•...•..•......•••.....•....••• 

Tocal time used by DISCOVER: 0.90 second(s). 

DISCOVER completed: Date: 21-Dec-94 Time: 1!:36:08 
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Appendix B: 

. Sample protein minimization input and output files 



1IIP1ll' rILE FOR DISC:O'JER GtllEAATtD OY I/ISICafr 

Q\'.rhp • 0.01 

btqln siflUlAt.ion 
tdd-lueoNtic bond to(:ulln vahnct ~ut...,t-pl.n. 

rem1C:t 

,.t ~i.l.ctrlC' • 1.000000 

!i1nlmlZt 

ond 

nO' cross terms 
no .,rSf 
for 2000 iterations 
Us 1"9 s t •• p desc,ncs 
'.mtll the N'Umwa dt£'1vilcl\'. ill.,. than 10.000000000 kealIA 
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OISCOVER t101.C'Ular Simulation proqr ••• Venlan 2.90 
00 •• : 25-.7an-94 TiID.: 14:2B:l6 

............................................................................................ 
INPI1I' FILl: FOR OISCOVEII GtNERATED BY X::SIGtn' 

............................................................................................ 
'L1n. overlap. 0.01 ............................................................................................ ............................................................................................ 
'Lin. beqin urnulluon 
'Un. add-.utoNUC bond tOULon vilenc. ",uc.-of-pllne ............................................................................................ 
rorc. Fl.ld para .. t.rs '1111 b. ~.llCt.d tro. the torc. tt..ld library. 

':'h. BlnlCY 'arc. Fi.ld used is 
/qllb,.s\'1I1Z20/irix405 _r llb, •• \'11 _lib/cvtt .bin 

Th. Blnuy ril. va. q.nerat.d troll a tlllCt till Contllnlnq the tollovinq vlrllon inforMation: 
cvtt.trc 2.0 22-.7ul-92 

FORCE FII:LD IHPI1l' ~PTIONS 

pottnClIl data options 
dofault upclAt.d 

cu •• t~ 0.101:+33 0.101:+33 n.n-bond notqhbor List - oil r .. ,du •• within -:ut.U distance aro includ.d 
cutdil 0.10E+33 0.10£+33 non-bond enlcqy cutott distanc. - lntlcactionl ql"eatll" thin thil arl nlqlected 
tvtdis 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 tWlteh distlnc. thl diitanci "\"'1' which thl Iwitchinq function reduc.1 the non-bend "nlrqy to I.r 

Crols tiC. Inerqil. '1111 bl ln~l·Jd.d. 
;.., II'IOUI potlntlal wlll b. used f,C' boncl .nll"qie •. 

n.n-bond .wttchinq tuncU.n: 1 .... r bound 0.1000001:+01 upper bound 0.1000001:+01 

c •• rdina.o tU. titl.: Input tU. tor discov.r O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
lDAn: 'N. Jon 25 14:28:21 199~ 

tor mol.cul. no. ':It re.idu.1 rl.d. 521 no. of' ItO" ,,"d 1244 
re.idul n .... : 
StRn ~ GUJ- 5 u:u 6 u:u 1 VAL B ASH 9 ntl\ 10 I.Y5+ 11 StII 12 GI.Y 13 
I.·/S+ H VAL 15 HET 16 GI.·1 11 TIIII 18 ARG+ 19 VAL 20 PRO 21 VAL 22 u:u 23 
SCI 24 SCI 25 HIS H ILl: 21 SCI 2B o\!.\ ::? PHE lO u:u 11 CloY l2 ILl: l3 
PRO 14 PHt l5 ALA H GW- 37 PRO lB PRO 31 VAL 40 GI.Y 41 ALA 42 :u:r 43 
ARG+ H PHt 45 ARG+ ~6 ARC ~1 PRO 4S GW .;? PRO 50 I.YS+ 51 1.'.:5+ 52 PRO 53 
TRP 54 SCI 55 GI.Y 56 VAL 51 TRP 5B '\sH 5' ALA 60 SCI 61 ntl\ 62 T"lR 53 
PRO 64 ASH 65 ASH 66 as 61 GUt 58 GUt H t'YI\ 10 VAL 11 .\SP- 12 GW- 73 
at..' 1~ PHt 15 PRO 16 GI.7 11 PHE 18 SCI " GI.Y BO SCI U CW- n IltT u 
TRP B4 ASH 85 PRO B6 ASH 51 ARO Be GW B9 :u:r 90 SCI 91 GW- 92 .\sP- 9l 
C"IS 94 u:u 95 t'YI\ 96 u:u 91 ASH 9B ILl: ;a~ TRP 100 VAL 101 PRO 102 SCI 103 
PRO 104 ARa+ 105 PRO 106 I.YS+ 101 StR lOB ntl\ 1~9 TIIII 110 VAL 111 HET 112 V>J. 113 
TRP 114 ILl: 115 t'YI\ 116 GI.7 111 GI.Y liB GI.·1 119 PIIt 120 t'YI\ 121 StII 122 GI.·I 123 
SCI 124 SCI 125 TI\R 126 u:u 121 ASP- 128 VAL 1:7 t'YI\ 110 ASH 131 GI.Y 112 1.7S+ 133 
t'YI\ 114 u:u 135 ALA lH T\1\ 131 ntl\ IlB CW- 1~;a GUJ- 140 V>J. 141 VAL 142 u:u 143 
VN. lH StII 145 u:u 116 SCI 141 t'YI\ 14B ARG+ 1';7 'IAL 150 GI.Y 151 ALA 152 PIlt 153 
GI.·I 154 PIlt 155 u:u 15~ ALA 151 u:u 158 HIS 1!~ GI.'l 160 stR 161 aUI 162 aw- 153 
ALA 164 PRO 165 CloY 166 ASH 161 VN. 16B Glor !~? u:u 110 u:u 171 ASP-I12 GUt 113 
ARG+ 114 HET 115 ALA 116 LI:U 111 GUt 118 TRP 1 ~, 'l;oJ. 180 HIS 181 ASP- 182 ASH 183 
ILl: 184 GUt 185 PHt 186 PIlt 181 GI.Y UB GL"l t!? ;.sP- 190 PRO 191 I.Y5+ 192 ':HR 193 
V>J. 194 TlIII 195 ILl: 196 PIlt 191 GI.Y U8 GW- U? StII ZOO ;.u.. 201 CloY 202 GI.'l 203 
ALA Z04 StII Z05 VN. 206 GI.Y 201 HET :oa HIS :~) 11.1: 210 u:u 211 StII 212 pp.e 21l 
GI.Y 214 sta 215 ARa+ 215 ASP- 211 u:u 218 PHI: :17 ;.JIG+ ZZO ARa+ 221 ALA 222 11.1: 223 
u:u 22~ OUt Z25 SCI 226 Glor 2%1 SCI 228 rRO .:7 ASH 230 aSH 231 PRO 212 TRP 233 
ALA Z34 sta 235 VAL 236 SCI 231 VAL 2lS o\!.\ %J? GW- 240 GI.Y HI ARG+ 242 AAG+ 24l 
ARG+ 2U ALA 245 VN. H6 QUJ- Z47 u:u :". Gt.·, :.;, o\IIG+ 250 MH 251 u:u Z52 MH 253 
CIS 254 ASH 255 u:u Z56 ALA Z51 SCI 25B ASP- :~~ o:;w 260 cw- 261 u:u 262 11.1: 263 
HIS Z64 C"lS 265 u:u 2U ARG+ 261 GW 268 I.U+ Z~9 LiS 210 PRO 211 GUf 272 GUJ- 213 
u:u 214 ILl: 215 ASP- 21~ VN. 211 GW- :1B TRI' :~, ;.sll 280 'tAL 281 u:u 28Z PRO zn 
PHE 284 ASP- 285 StR 286 ILl: 281 PHt 2S8 ARG+ :!? PHE Z90 SCI 291 PIlI: 292 VN. Z91 
PRO 294 VAL 295 ILl: 296 ASP- 291 GI.Y ~9a ow .?? PHI: 300 PIlt lOI PRO l02 llIR 30l 
srn l04 u:u l05 GW- l06 SCI l01 HET lOB u:u l'" ;.sH 310 SCI III al.Y 312 ASII l13 
PIlE 114 I.YS" ll5 ~YS+ 116 TlIR 117 cUt l18 11.1: )1' :.EU l20 u:u 321 CloY lZ2 \'>J. lZ3 
ASH lH I.YS l25 ASP- l26 GUJ- lZ1 GI.Y l2B srn l:1 PHI: llO PHE III u:u ll2 u:u l33 
t'YI\ l14 GI.Y 335 AU. ll6 PRO ll1 GI.Y llS PIIt ll? SCI 140 I.YS+ 341 ASP- l42 srn 343 
GW 344 srn l45 I.YS+ H6 ILl: 341 SCI l"B ARG+ H:a :lW l50 ASP- 351 PHE l52 11!:1' 35l 
StR l5~ CloY l55 VAL 356 I.rs. l51 u:u l5B StR l'~ ";oJ. l60 PRO l61 HIS 362 ALA l63 
ASH l6~ ASP l65 u:u l~6 GI.Y l61 u:u l6B ASP- J!9 ~ l10 VN. ll1 ntl\ 312 u:u 313 
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GUI )74 T'/R 375 TIIR 37~ A!lP- 377 TIIP 378 I'\£T 379 ASP- laO ASP- 381 AU. 382 
GL'I 384 ILl: 385 LYS. 386 A!l/I 387 ARG+ 188 .\:OP- 389 GL'I ]90 ~u 391 ASP- 392 
ILl: ]94 VAL 395 GLY 39~ ASP- 197 illS 198 AS:I ]99 VAL 400 ILl: 401 c-;s 402 
Ll:U 404 MET 405 HIS 40~ PIIC 407 VAL 408 ASU 109 LYS. 410 ':"'.1'. 411 TIIR 412 
PilE 414 GLY 415 AS" 416 GLY 417 TlIR 418 T'/R 419 LeU 120 7,1\ 421 PIlE 422. 
AS/I 424 illS 425 ARG. 426 AU. 427 SER 428 AS/I 429 LeU 430 ':/>J. 4ll TIIP 432 
GLU 434 TIIP H5 MET 436 GLY 437 VAL 438 lLe 4)9 HIS 440 ~L'i 441 T'iR 442 
ILC 444 GLU- 445 PIIC 44~ VAL 447 PIIC H8 Gt:; H9 LeU 450 FP.O 451 LI:U 452 
LYS. 454 GW 455 LeU 45~ AS/I 457 T'iR 458 TIIR 459 AU. HO GW 461 GW- 462 
AU. 464 LeU 465 SER 466 MG. 467 ARG+ 468 lLe 469 I'\£T 470 illS 471 TYR 472 
AU. 474 TlIR H5 PilE 47~ AU. 477 LYS. 478 TIIR 479 GL'/ 480 AS/I 481 PRO 412 
GW 484 SCRn 490 LYS. 491 TIIP 492 PRO 493 LI:U 494 PHE 495 :'IIR 496 TIIR 497 
GLU 499 GUI 500 LYS. 501 rilE 502 ILl: 503 ASP- 504 LeU 505 AS:I 506 TIIR 507 
PRO 509 MET 510 LYS. 511 
GUI 519 MET ~20 as 521 
PRO 529 LYS. !30 LI:U 5ll 

t!ID or lNPUT: no. ot moleculell 

totll no. ItOfftS 
total no. qfOUpS 

cocal no. r.sufu.s 
toUl no. molecul •• 
totll no. bonds 
toCaL no. vIJ.anc:. Inq115 
total no. tor.lon Inql •• 
total no. out ot plln •• 
total no. thlt.-thata anql •• 
tot.l no .... eluded atollS 

VAL 512 illS 
VAL 522 PIIC 
LI:U 532 AU. 

r.ad 

8244 li.it 
2430 a.lt 

527 allit 
1 Ibn 

81~7 lillit 
15074 UIILt 
22187 UaLt 

1770 lillit 
24561 lbllt 
90296 UIILt 

51J GUI 
523 TRP 
533 ;..u. 

25000 
8000 
7500 
7500 

30000 
50000 
75000 

7500 
87500 

325000 

514 
524 
534 

ARG 515 :.ru 
ASII 525 GUI 
Oil 535 

172 qroup. and 86 rl"duos "ithin .. 1oeul. 1 orl Not /llueul, 
Thl Totd Charq. ot the ... 1oeul. iI 0,00000 

type 

bond 

non-lutoIllU".l1y 
only 

vllene. 
tonion 
out-ot-plan. 
cro •• -terlll 

1st non-luto .. tL,,"lly 
th.n luto .. U,,"lly 

STOP 
STOP 
STOP 
STOP 

AutolUClc:aUy 
on1i' 

Ie -STOp· 1. specified, thl p[oqr'. vLll seop ","en p.r. .. een toC' an 
intemo1 or. not tound in the Ubrary, It OCONTO 10 sp."if1od. ~h. 
proqr •• va.ll seleC1: • v.lul of zero tor ehe par. .. eel' .nd C'oneinu •. 

516 
526 

The tollavinq ':Ibl. sUJIIIUrizl. thl nUJII:Mr of intlr.c:cion. tor which p.uNters 
"'I'" lith.r found e.pU,citly in the torc:e U.ld tU •.• utoNtlc:.U't· ilneraCed 
t"o. bond order intor .. tion. or s.t to z.ro i.t not IVlllable. elch ot :l1e _lor 
cll •••• ot inter'c:tlonl Ir. reported leplrltlly_ A dltalled l11c1n9 ':It all the 
int.rlctions req\llflnq lutO_CICllly qlnerlted plr ... elfs ha. been pC'Ln~ld in a 
"plrlt. HI., ";h. d.tault nl .. ot the Hie i. "tnl"" ,pra 110qi,,01 un.. II, 

AVIUlbl. uph=itly 
AlILqned lutomlu,C:llly 
sle to zlro 

W.rninq: 

BOND VALENCI: TORSIO/l 
LI:NGTIIS .\IIGLI:S NlGLeS 

8367 
o 
o 

1507] 
1 
o 

22187 
o 
o 

OUT-or- NlGLe' NlGLI: 
PUoNES aoss TtlU1S 

1769 
1 
o 

11558 
o 
l 

A dltlLI.d U,8tln9 of the pI"I .. tll' IllLqnMnts "e.idl. in the 
.p"" :~!I • ................. ............................................................. . 

............................................................................... 

ARG+ 517 
PHE 527 

134 
AS" 383 
ASP- 191 
PRO 403 
LYS. H3 
PilE 423 
PRO U3 
GLU- Hl 
VAL 451 
GW-46l 
T1IP 473 
ASH 4Sl 
LYS 498 
GW 508 
VAL 518 
LI:U 528 



A d.taLled lhtln~ of the p.ramet.r .ssLqnm.nts r'~Sld.s in the 
.pr .. tU •• .................................................. ....... ..................... . 

tot.l Ume tor systl" input and conn.ctivity 9ln.ratLon 

Input tn. a .. i_nto: 

coordinat. 
InOl.c:ular o:1at. 
torc:a tleld 
r.start 
t'lIIpl.t. 

- .ISLqnld .ltc.rnallyo 
- .Islqnld .xc.rnall\o°. 
- assiqnld • .,t.rnally. 
- a.siqn.d • .,t.rnally. 
- a.slqn.d .ltt.rnally. 

Th. undo,. nWN:I.r , •• d is ]62815 • 

95.10000 .. c:s 

............................................................................................ 
·Lin. 
·Wnl 

reduc. 

............................................................................................ 
·Wn. s.t di.lectrLc _ 1.000000 ............................................................................................ 
A Icalar di.el.ctric conltlnt ot I. 0000 is b •• nq uo.d 

............................................................................................ 
·Lin. 10 
·Lin. 11 
·w.n. 12 ............................................................................................ 
'Lin. 13 II1n •• uo 
·Lln. 14 no crOss tlnas 
·Linl 15 no MOr,. 
'I.1no 16 tor lOOO ltorations 
·Lin. 17 Uli"q stl.p d.lc.nts 
'I.1no 18 until tho IUUlllUa donva .. ,·, is 10 .. than 10.000000000 kc:aL/A ............................................................................................ 

IIINUUZATIOIf 

KimmE.r I.l.ct.d: St •• pest DllIc.nCI, 
/llulbor at stOpll lOOO 
IUltillWl d'UV.CLV.: 0.1001:+02 
A harllOnac pot.ntlal "1111 b. us.d tor bond .n'[qL.s. 
Cro •• t.[11 .n'[9L.s vLIl noc b. included. 

InHlaL Enorqh. 

total .n.rqy cOllpOn.ntl tor: input tl1. tor dilcov.r 

58411.999663 kC:II.totll .noren· 

IU6 ,~OZ515 kc:d-bond .nor'i!' 
~5U. 773HZ kc:d.thotl .n.ro;;' 

719.397385 kc:d-phl .noren' 
U,784041 kc:d.out ot phn •• noren· 

0,000000 kC:II.bond'bond .n.rqy 
0,000000 kc:d.bond'th.u .noren' 
0.000000 kelt-th.ta"th.ta .n.rq'\' 
0,000000 ked.bond'phi .noren· 
0,000000 ked.th ••• ·ph •• noren' 
0,000000 keat-ch.t.'Ch.tl"phi .n.ren' 
0,000000 kc:d.bond'bond '1-31 'naren' 
0,000000 kell .. p·op .n.rn' 
0, 000000 ked-ph1'ph' .n. ren' 
0,000000 ked.h\·droqan-t>cnd .n.rqy 

51344,867211 keaL-nonbond .noren' 
76013,144455 kc:d.non-bond uFulllon .noren' 
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-H6~8. 211167 keal_non_bond disperuon "ner'1Y 
-54.224960 kcal-C'ouioll\b .. nerqy 

0.000000 kcai-torel.nq potential: thu -:ontribution 
has been subtrlcted troll the total enerqy 

Inltial Derivative SUlJIiIUry 

AtOll Relldue Holecul_ Deuv.uve Ckcll/lftOl.-Anqstro.' 
N.Me n .... No. tlUr.ber ~v /dx dv /ay dv /dz 

Hin. HE2 
Ha" Hal 

"LII 265 
StR 25 

o .04J725 0.115155 -0.017295 
2251]2.157540 -255605.150567 -19642.047454 

Avoraqo absoluto dorivativo 69.6423977 
Stand. dov. ot abo. doriv. 31J5.209227~ 
MS dO.,vetlVo 31J5.9526154 
startinq 01nl_1I:at10n uIlnq Stee~st Delc.nt 

AIINORIIAL lU:tUlUI rROtt HINII1Il:ATIOH 
:'0 conv.rq,nee atter 2000 iteutlons 

!'he uxilllWl d,rivaU\" eriteua used UIS: 
The IYX111W1 derivative achieved 15: 

10.00000 
I1.HOIS 

2000 iterations took 2081 enerew evalultlons and 319226.844 .ees. 
T1M per enerqy .vllUltlon lS 153.401 

rinel Enorqios 

total .ner-n· c:oflPOn.nta tor: input tile tor disco\'er 

IJS6.955452 ked-total onorqy 

1640.000355 ked-bond onorqy 
2957.116555 ked-thota onorqy 
515.730656 ked-phl onorqy 

17 .543765 kedoout ot plano onoron· 
0.000000 keel-bond'bond onorqy 
O. 000000 keat-band-theta .ntrqy 
0.000000 kell-thet", -theta enerqy 
0.000000 ked-bond'phi onor<r,· 
0.000000 keel-thota'phi onorqy 
0.000000 keal-thou·thota'phl onoron· 
0.000000 ked-bond'bond Cl-ll onoron· 
0.000000 kedoop'op onorqy 
0.000000 ked-phi. 'phi enerqy 
0.000000 ked-hydroqon-bond onorqy 

1059.611944 ked,,"onbond onorqy 
20908.126&04 kcal-non-bond repulsion .ner7j· 

-19545.514651 keaL,,"on-bond di.porllon onoron· 
-)123.015135 ked-eouioillb onorqy 

0.000000 kc:a1-torclnq potentlal: thls C'ontnbuU.on 
hll been subtracted troll the total enerqy 

rinal Derivative 5w.ary 

Ato. Relldu. Holocub Derlvatlve f ked/iIIOlo-Anqotro.l 
Ha .. NIM Ho. ~r 

/Un. CD ASH l50 
II ... eE2 TYR lJ4 

",v.raqe absolute d.rlvative 
Stand. deY. ot abl. derlV. 
1U1S d.rlvatlv. 

'Line 19 
'Un. 20 

Total tim. UI.d by DtSCOVI:R: 

DISc:ovn eOlllplotod. 

dv/dx d\"l~· dv/d. 

-0.001250 0.000529 -0.007825 
11.430575 -0.!01077 -0.555226 

0.1012711 
0.2041712 
0.2279072 

l d.a\OfSl. 16 hourlSl. 4!- :ftlnuteClt. oI8.91.ec:ondCtI. 

Tl .... 07.~9'01 
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Appendix C: 

Alpha carbon plot of Papain 
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Appendix D: 

Papain active site model (CPK) 
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Appendix E: 

Contour docking plot of papain active site 
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Appendix F: 

Contour docking plot of papain active site + halothane 
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Appendix G: 

Experimental protocols and protein descriptions 
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Acetylcholinesterase Spectrophotometric Assay 

Sigma Diagnostics: Cholinesterase procedure No. 420. 

Test Kit with indicator (m-nitrophenol)- loss of color with decrease in pH, measured 

as a decrease in absorbance (400 nrn). 

1. Buffer: NaCI 

150 mM; 8.77 gil 

2. Indicator: m-nitrophenol 

0.75 gil; pH = 7.8 

3. Substrate: Acetylcholine Chloride 

750 mg to dissolve in 5 rnl ddH20 (MW= 146; 1.03 mM) 

4. Enzyme: Acetylcholinesterase 

280 units/mg; 504 units/ml 



Papain Spectrophotometric Assay 

Fukal L and Kasafirek E, 1988 

1. Buffer: Phosphate (KHP04): 

200 mM; pH = 6.5 

MW = 136.09 glmol 

136.09 glmol x 0.20 molll = 27.22 gil or 

• 2.72 glI00 ml 

-Add cysteine (5 mM): 157.6 glmol; 0.078 gllOO ml 

-Add EDTA (1 mM): 372.2 glml disodium salt or 0.037 glI00 ml 

2. Substrate: P-nitroanilide 

MW = 434.9 glmol; 65.2 mg in 1 ml dimethylformamide 

3. Enzyme: Papain (Papaya) 

• 1 VI Jotl or 1000 Vlml 
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Hexokinase Spectrophotometric Assay 

Bennett and Steitz, 1980 

1. Buffer: Tris-HCI buffer (20 mM) 

2. Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) 

G6PDH stock: 20 mM Tris-HCI at pH = 7.5; 0.02% BSA 

Dilute G6PDH enzyme in Tris-HCI-BSA solution (10 Vlml). 

3. Hexokinase 

Hexokinase stock: Dilute enzyme in Tris-HCI-BSA solution to 28 Vlml. 

• 1 ~I = 0.028 U. 



Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase Spectrophotometric Assay 

Velick, 1955; Laverty and Fennema, 1985 

1. Buffer: N~HP04: 

100 mM (MW = 142); pH = 8.5 

0.142 g/IOO ml 

Add 100 mg cysteine and 0.5 g arsenate (gloves/mask) to 100 ml buffer solution. 

2. Substrate: Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate (G3P) 

MW = 170.1 g/mol; 17 mg/ml = 100 mM solution. 

3. Enzyme: Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (bacterial 

form) 

50 V/ml or 1 V = 20 Jotl 

4. NAD 

Vse 8 mg NAD for assay (approx. 1 mM) 
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a.-Chymotrypsin Spectrophotometric Assay 

Bender et at., 1966; Kezdy et at., 1964 

1. Buffer: Hepes 

40 mM (MW: 239); pH = 7.8 

2. Substrate: P-nitrophenyl acetate 

MW = 181.1 glmol; 625 mM; 

113 mglml in DMSO 

3. Enzyme: a.-Chymotrypsin (Bovine Pancreas) 

47 units/mg; 118 units/ml 

:,.,.' 
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Brief Descriptions of the Five Enzymes 

Papain (Papaya: Carica Papaya Fruit Latex) 

Kamphuis et ai., 1984; 

Kamphuis et ai., 1985 

Merck Index, 6th ed., 1952. 

150 

Papain is a thiol protease from the tree Carica papaya. The enzyme 

(MW =23,000) consists of one polypeptide chain of 212 amino acid residues. It 

functions to catalyze the hydrolysis of esters and amides. 

ester hydrolysis: 

R-C=O + R- OH 

O-R' OH 

amide hydrolysis: 

R-C=O + HNR'2 

NR'2 OH 
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The essential sulfhydryl group is Cys 25 and six additional cysteine residues 

form three disulfide bridges within the peptide chain. The polypeptide chain is folded 

into two domains L and R of approximate equal size with the active site residues 

located in a cleft at their interfase. The L domain is composed of three a.-helices and 

the R domain is composed of two helices located at opposite ends of a central anti

parallel p sheet structure. 

The protein was crys!allized in 62% (v/v) methanol in water at pH = 5. The 

structure was refmed in its inactive oxidized form (Cys 25: -S-) to 1.65A resolution. 

Disorder in atomic coordinate data obtained for all 212 amino acid residues tended to 

increase from the center of the molecule to the surface due to variations in atomic 

temperature (B) factors. RMS deviations for the bond lengths and bond angles are as 

follows: bond lengths: 0.022 A and bond angles: 0.047 A. 
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Acetylcholinesterase (Electric Ray: TOlpedo Cali/ornica) 

Sussman et al., 1988; 

Sussman et al., 1991 

Merck Index, 6th ed, 1952 

Stryer, 1988 

Acetylcholinesterase is a choline esterase enzyme (hydrolysis of choline esters) 

located in the synaptic cleft bound by a network of extracellular matrix proteins to 

postsynaptic cellular membranes. Its major role is in terminating neurotransmitter 

transmission across cholinergic synapses through hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter 

acetylcholine. 

o 

H1C-~-0-CH2-CH2-N-(CHlh + H20;= H1C-C~.o + HO-CH -CH -N-(CH) + H-
\. 2 I I I 
0-

Acetvlcholine Acetate Choline 

Enzymatic activity can be inhibited through covalent modification of an active 

serine (Ser 200) residue. The powerful toxicity of organophosphate insecticides and 
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nerve gases can be attributed to their actions as potent acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. 

A second type of choline esterase (butyrylcholinesterase or "pseudo" choline esterase) 

is a non-specific esterase found mainly in blood serum, the pancreas and the liver. 

The acetylcholinesterase enzyme (260 kd) isolated from the electric organ of the 

ray fish Torpe.do californica is a homodimer (a.2P2) consisting of 537 amino acids. It 

consists of a 12-stranded beta sheet center surrounded by 14 a. helices. The active site 

forms the base of a narrow "gorge" which penetrates the central p-sheet structure. The 

enzyme belongs to the general category of enzymes known as the serine proteases 

(including a.-chymotrypsin) and thus contains the "catalytic triad" of three essential 

amino acids located within the active site gorge: Ser 200, His 440 and Glu (replacing 

Asp) 327. The enzyme is anchored to the plasma membrane through covalent, 

glycosylated attachment of the two carboxyl termini of each dimer to 

phosphatidylinositol. The dimer can be solubilized and freed from the membrane by 

phospholipase C. 

The enzyme was crystallized from a concentration of 11 mg/ml in 61 percent 

saturated ammonium sulfate at pH= 7 with 360 mM Na/K-phosphate buffer serving as 

the precipitating agent. Trigonal crystals were obtained at a refined resolution of 2.SA. 

Refined coordinate data for 527 residues was obtained with RMS deviations of: bond 

lengths: 0.021 A and bond angles: 4.0 degrees. 
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Chymotrypsin (Cow: Bas Taurus) 

Blevins and Tulinsky, 1985; 

Blevins and Tulinsky, 1985; 

Mavridis et al., 1974 

Stryer, 1988 

The ex-Chymotrypsin enzyme is a dimeric structure (MW 25,000) composed of 

three polypeptide chains linked by two disulfide bridges. The enzyme is derived from 

a zymogen precursor consisting of a single polypeptide chain; Four residues (14-15 and 

147-148) are excised from the inactive precursor (chymotrypsinogen) to produce the 

active form of the enzyme. The enzyme functions to selectively cleave the carboxyl side 

of peptides and ester bonds. Chymotrypsin hydrolyzes p-nitrophenyl acetate. The 

reaction occurs in two steps. First p-nitrophenol is rapidly formed in the "burst phase" 

of the reaction producing an acylenzyme intermediate. The intermediate is then 

hydrolyzed to the free enzyme and acetate in the "slow phase" of the reaction. 

Hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate 

Step t: -{Q ~ 
E - O,N n)-O-C-CH. -. -

'-" "'"' phMl'U:' 

~ '~ 
E-C-CH. - o':-;-\2ro~ 

Inf,rm'CI,I, 

o 0 
II H,o _ ,I 

Step Z: E-C-CH. ~ E - ·O-C-CH • 
. o\c,l,nnm. '" ... "kiWI .'eetale 
lnlermNI." 
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Like acetylcholinesterase, a.-chymotrypsin can be classified as a serine protease. 

This group of enzymes includes digestive enzymes such as trypsin and elastase as well 

as enzymes involved in clot formation such as thrombin. Its active site consists of the 

catalytic triad: His 57, Ser 195 and Asp 102. As is applicable for other serine 

proteases including acetylcholinesterase, enzyme activity can be inhibited by 

fluorophosphate inhibitors through modification of the reactive serine residue. 

The enzyme structure consists mostly of ~-sheet structure with a few a. helices 

extending toward the surface. The three dimensional structure was solved at l.67 A 

resolution. Crystals were grown from a 50 percent saturated ammonium sulfate solution 

at pH = 4.2. Reversible changes in tertiary structure upon dimerization have been 

observed and conformations were found to vary with pH. The refined structure for the 

conformer existing at pH = 3.5 was obtained at a resolution of l.67 A. Coordinates for 

the 474 residues of the dimeric unit were obtained. RMS deviations from ideality were: 

bond lengths: 0.021 A and bond angles: 0.056 A. 
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Hexokinase A and Glucose Complex (yeast: Saccharomyces Cerevisiae) 

Bennett ,et aI., 1980; 

Bennett et ai., 1978; 

Stryer, 1988 

Hexokinase (MW 102.000) is one of the many enzymes involved in the 

metabolic reactions of glycolysis. It functions as a kinase by catalyzing the transfer of 

a phosphoryl group from ATP to the C-6 of glucose to yield glucose-6-phosphate. 

CH10H 

~H ~ +ATP --== 
HO I OH 

CH10PO,I-

~~!, H 
I OH H . 

HO • OH 
+ AOP + H-

I I I I 
H OH H OH 
GIUCOM GIUCOM 6-phCMphata 

It is susceptible to end-product inhibition. Thus as product (glucose-6-phosphate) 

accumulates, enzyme activity diminishes. Like all kinases, hexokinase requires a 

divalent cation (Mg2+) for activity. The enzyme consists of 2 polypeptide chains with 

458 residues composing a large and a small lobe. Glucose and other hexose sugars bind 

to a crevice located between the two lobes. The enzyme is known to undergo a small 

conformational shift upon glucose binding resulting in the near complete envelopment 

(save the 6-hydroxymethyl group) of the substrate; The small lobe rotates 12 degrees 
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relative to the large lobe. The quarternary structure of the enzyme thus undergoes an 

induced fit to form the complex. 

The complex between the hexokinase A enzyme and D-glucose substrate was 

crystallized and refined for a resolution of 3.5 A. The correct amino acid sequence of 

the A isozyme has not been defined. Thus, because primary sequence data for the 

model was derived from the B isozyme (known to be at best 60% accurate), the atomic 

resolution achieved for the complex was relatively low. It has also been observed that 

crystals of the hexokinase A-glucose complex do not diffract beyond a 3 A resolution. 
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Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (Bacteria: Bacillus Stearothermophilus) 

Branlant et ai., 1989; 

Bisecher et ai., 1977; 

Skarzynski and Onacott, 1988 

Stryer, 1988 

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH) (MW 145,000) is a large 

multimeric enzyme composed of four identical tetrahedrally arranged subunits. The 

enzyme can bind up to four moles of NAD with both positive and negative 

cooperativity; the first two moles of NAD bind tightly while the second two bind 

relatively loosely. The enzyme is known to undergo coenzyme-induced conformational 

changes. The reaction catalyzed by glyceraldehyde -3- phosphate dehydrogenase is part 

of the series of reactions involved in glycolysis. After fructose-l,6-disphosphate is split 

to yield the 3-carbon glyceraldhyde-3-phosphate (and dihydroxyacetone phosphate), an 

isomerase converts the aldose to a ketose: 

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

Fr~ctose 1.6- _ A'-~ If rflOS!! DnOson",!! 
dIphosphate ~ I osoonerdStl 

Dihydroxyacetone phosphate 
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The glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate formed from the isomerase reaction IS then 

phosphorylated to 1,3-diphosphoglycerate with concomitant reduction of NAD+ to 

NADH. The reaction is catalyzed by the enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydogenase (G3PDH): 

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate + NAD+ + PI = l,3-DPG + NADH + H-

The holoenzyme (including 4 mol NAD) was crystallized in 2.4-2.7 M 

ammonium sulfate with each crystal unit consisting of a tetramer. The refined structure 

for 1336 residues was solved at a resolution of 1.8 A. RMS deviations were: bond 

distances (0.017 A) and bond angles (0.041 A). 

G3PDH is, like hexokinase, a participant in the glycolytic cascade. It functions 

to reversibly convert glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate to 1,3-diphosphoglycerate in the 

presence of inorganic phosphate (Pi) with concomitant reduction of NAD+ to NADH. 

The reaction mechanism involves a complex oxidative phosphorylation with an enzyme

bound intermediate. An active sulfuydryl group of eys 149 functions as a nucleophile 

by transferring a hydride ion to an aldehyde substrate to form a thioester intermediate. 
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Appendix H: Principles in Spectrophotometry 
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Spectrophotometry: 

Basic Instrumentation and Absorption of Light 

Assendelft OW Spectrophotometry of Haemoglobin Derivatives, Royal 
Vangorcum LTD, 1970. 

I. Instrumentation 

The basic construction of a spectrophotometer consists of a light source, a 

grating through which the light can pass, a cuvette which holds the sample solution and 

a detecting device. 

The energy source for measurements in the spectral range of 300-900 run, a 

range routinely covered in biochemical studies, is usually a simple tungsten filament or 

an incandescent lamp. The voltage of the source must be maintained at a stable level, 

particularly in areas where heavy electrical equipment or X-ray devices are present. If 

incandescent lamps are used, special glass filters to absorb IR should be included in the 

lamp housing to insure proper cooling conditions. To maintain a straight beam, 

instruments are commonly equipped with collimat.~ng mirrors which render the incident 

light beam parallel. 

The grating or monochromator is a means by which the desired wavelength of 

light is obtained. When white light from the incident beam strikes a grating, a spectrum 
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is produced by diffraction. A series of bands of equal energies is collected by means 

of a system of mechanical slits. Although several orders of spectra (Le. A, 1/21.., 1131.. 

... ) are obtained, usually only the first order spectrum (A) is retained, the others being 

eliminated by means of cut-off filters. 

A cuvette is a holder which contains the sample. Cuvettes are commonly made 

of optical glass for measurements in the range of 320-1000 nm. For UV measurements, 

silica or quartz cuvettes may be used. Cuvettes may be circular or square in cross 

section. Two cuvettes, a blank and an experimental, are used in spectrophotometric 

measurements and are placed in special compartments within the instrument which were 

fitted for them. Cuvettes should be well cleaned and inserted into the instrument with 

identical precision for each assay. Meticulous care should be taken when handling 

cuvettes since accurate determinations depend in part on wall clarity and the smoothness 

of optical surfaces. 

Spectrophotometric detectors are of two general types: photomultipliers and 

barrier layer photocells. Photomultipliers tend to emit a slight current, known as a dark 

current. This current is amplified with the current produced from the energy source and 

can thus result in inaccuracies as to the actual amount of light absorption/transmitted 

by the sample. Barrier layer photocells are also limited in their sensitivity since they 

require a fixed external circuit resistance in addition to that inherent to the instrument 

itself. Most spectrophotometers maintain two detectors, one for detection in the range 
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of 180-700 run and a second for measurements of 600 run or greater. Care must be 

taken in the choice of detector with respect to the wavelength desired. 

Output may be obtained directly by means of a galvanometer which has been 

calibrated linearly to record percent transmittance. A strip chart recorder may be used 

to obtain measurements in graph form such that calculations (i.e. activity) may then be 

made based on the output. 

II. Absorption of Light 

There are two quantitative laws governing the relationship between the intensity 

of the incident beam of radiation (as produced by the light source) and the amount of 

energy absorbed or transmitted by a substance. The first law is Lambert's law which 

states that the fraction of radiant energy absorbed by a transparent medium is 

independent of the intensity of the incident radiation. Each layer of the medium (dl) 

absorbs an equal fraction (dIll) of the incident beam of radiation (Io) which passes 

through it. 

dIll = -a, x dl 

where a. is the coefficient of absorption of the medium, I is the radiation energy passing 

through the medium and I is the pathlength or the distance between the two opposing 
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faces of the cuvette through which light beam passes. The incident (Io) and emitted (I) 

radiation are related to the coefficient of absorption (a) by: 

III ::: e·al 
o 

where 1110 is defined as the transmittance (T) of the substance. 

Another form of the above equation with base lOis as follows: 

I = I X lO·kl o 

where k is the extinction coefficient and is related to the coefficient of absorption (a) 

as: 

K = a/2.3026 

A second law important in the field of spectrophotometry is Beer's law. This law 

states that the absorption of radiant energy is proportional to the concentration of the 

absorbing substance through which the incident beam passes or: 

I = 10 x 10 -ecl 
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where c is the concentration of the substance and e IS the millimolar extinction 

coefficient (K = ec). 

Taking the 10gIO of both sides: 

log IiI = D = eel 

or, 

log (liT) = D = eel 

where D is the optical density. From this equation Beer's law may be restated as: The 

optical density (D) of a sample is directly proportional to the concentration of the 

absorbing substance. 

From these laws the interconversion between transmittance and optical density units 

appears straightforward. However, there is some, albeit usually negligible, loss of light 

due to scattering effects (stray light) most of which can eliminated with a stray light 

filter and non-homogeneity in the medium. The existence of minor cuvette optical 

aberrations and instrument resolution should also be considered when quantifying 

absorbance measurements. Although adherence to Beer's law in the strictest sense 
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cannot be attained using standard spectrophotometric methods, its theoretical application 

is well established. 

A simple application involving spectrophotometric techniques involves 

measuring the optical density (D) of an unknown solution relative to a reference 

solution. The concentration of an unknown solution can be obtained by plotting known 

concentrations against optical density values and preparing a calibration curve. The 

optical density of the unknown sample can then be measured and its concentration read 

from the calibration curve. Spectrophotometric assays can also be used to 

measure enzyme activities as a function of time, as was done in these studies. 

Measurements of an enzyme's activity can be made provided that a substance capable 

of absorbing the incoming radiation is either formed or consumed during the reaction. 

Such a substance which can absorb light is known as a chromogenic ("color 

producing") substance. Chromogenic substrates are often synthesized as dye derivatives 

of the natural enzyme substrates and can be used in spectrophotometric assays to 

determine enzyme activities. If the millimolar extinction coefficient (8) for an enzyme 

is known, a reaction rate can be calculated in /Lmollmin from: 

6D/min x Vol (total) x 1000 = /Lmollmin 

8 x Vol (enzyme) 
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Kinetic data obtained from spectrophotometric assays can be of immense value 

in evaluating reaction mechanisms. If more than one reaction is believed to occur or if 

transient intermediates may be forming during an enzymatic reaction, this can usually 

be substantiated through calculations derived from spectrophotometric assays. 

Spectrophotometric measurements may also be used to confirm higher order reaction 

kinetics or to measure complex (i.e. enzyme-substrate) formation or destruction. 

Specific characteristics of an enzyme under study can also be ascertained from a 

Lineweaver-Burk analysis derived from spectrophotometric measurements. Such 

characteristics of an enzyme may include its maximal rate of substrate turnover (V maJ 

and the substrate concentration necessary to achieve a half maximal reaction rate (KM). 

Thus not only are spectrophotometric assays valuable in obtaining the concentration of 

an unknown substance but they may also be used to further characterize an enzyme 

with respect to its kinetic features. 
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